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Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, September 22, 1973

Kissinger Launches
New Era As Secretary

WASHINGTON AP) - Hen- President Dwight D. Eisenry A. Kissinger today takes hower as secretary of state and
over as secretary of state, confidant 20 years ago.
launching a promised era of
Kissinger has promised to
"new consensus" in the shaping carry out a more open foreir
of foreign policy.
policy in which 6iingress, the
Kissinger was to be sworn in department and private citizens
.by Chief Justice Warren E. would have a stronger yore.
Burger in the East Room of the "We must create a new CI.
White House.
sensus." he said at a nailft*
The Senate confirmed the ference Aug. 23, the dar-all*
nomination by a vote of 78 to 7 Nixon announced that he sow*
Friday after three hours of de- replace Rogers.
Don Stanford
bate. The new secretary's first
Confirmation by the Senate
major assignment comes next never appeared in doubt. But
week when he addresses the concern was expressed by some
U.N. General Assembly in New senators about his acqttemoce
York.
in the wiretapping of various
Kissinger was the principal aides at the National Security
foreign-policy theoretician for Council, ostensibly to plug the
By MIKE BRANDON
the administration even before leaking of sensitive material to
Ledger & Times Staff Writer
Nixon named him to head the the press. Sen. George S.
During the past few days,
State Department. He will keep McGovern, D-S.D., one of the
his kit) and office at the White seven senators who yoted_ reports (rem the notion's
FlPtlai. filling a dual role with against Confirmation, Said the capitalThave indicated that Vice
scorched. The side near the power in the field perhaps wiretapping was a "compelling President Spiro T. Agnew may
"USA" is scorched and the foil equaling that of the late John reason", for him to oppose Kis- resign from his position.
Agnew is presently under
is bent up."
Foster Dulles, who served singer.
grand jury investigation
The quads are clusters of jet
in
thrusters. The scorching repreconnection with alleged kicksented no problem.
backs he received from contractors while serving as the
He also reported the space
governor of Maryland.
station, once white, was turning
The Ledger 8: Times man in
gold under the constant bombthe street asked four people this
ardment of the sun's rays.
week whether or not they felt
It was the third and final
the vice president would acspace walk for the Skylab 2 astually step down from his
tronauts.
position.
The trio was nearing the end
All four of the persons,
of its record 59'.t-day mission,
with splashdown set Tuesday in By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
In another Washington cour t - selected at random, agreed that
The president of the Ameri- room, Chef US. District
the Pacific Ocean 290 miles
Court Agnew would not take such
can Bar Association says Presi- Judge John J.
southwest of San Diego, Calif.
Sirica ordered action
Scientists on the ground are dent Nixon should be im- five of the original Watergate
A supervisor at the Murray
eager to view the film, which peached if the Supreme Court defendants to tile affidavits Tappan Division, Charles
contains an estimated 77,600 orders him to release Water- supporting their requests to Bramley.of 5121tiorth Facia was
pictures of various activities on gate tapes and he refuses to do withdraw-their pleas of gull14 our first
person to be
the sun.
E. Howard Hunt, Frank questioned.
.
"The
President
is
not
above
During the two months the
Sturgis, Bernard L. Barker
"I honestly don't think that he
the
law,"
Chesterfield
Smith,
a Eugenio R. Martinez and VirSkylab 2 astronauts have been
will resign because it would be a
aloft, the sun had been much Florida attorney, said at an air- gilio R. Gonzalez were orderea matter of honesty on his part.
port
news
conference
in
Boston.
more active than envisioned
to rile the affidavits by next
"Since President Nixon has
Smith also said he doubts Wednesday. They
during what was to have been a
pleaded guil- not resigned over Watergate.
that
those
who testify before ty in January to breaking into
very quiet period. More than
Agnew probably feels that he
100 thermonuclear flare erup- the Senate Watergate Com- Democratic National Headquar- should not resign either, since
mittee
and
are
indicted
would
tions were recorded, far more
ters on June 17, 1972.
he is in the administration.
be able to get a fair trial. But
than expected.
said he favors the open hearings
anyway.
In Washington, U.S. District
Court Judge June L. Green
threw out a suit by the National
Citizens' Committee for Fairness to the Presidency which
sought to halt the Public hearSAN FRANCISCO AP - fication. Four hours later, Fishings.
After surviving for two months er and Tinineriko were pulled
She said the suit would vio- and 10 days on sardines, peanut from the sea about 900 miles
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Hutson of late a constitutional
protection butter and rainwater, two men southwest of here - midway
Murray have recently returned granted members
of Congress. rescued from their capsized tri- between San Diego and Honofrom a TVA Goodwill Trip to six The Watergate
committee had hulled boat in the Pacific were lulu.
European countries. The local argued that
the Constitution in good condition today.
The men told their rescuers
couple was among 20 people protects senators
"from suits
James Fisher, 26, bound for that Tininenko's wife, Linda,
from Alabama, Tennessee, calculated to
restrain the ex- missionary work in Central 24, had died Aug. 11, a month
Texas and Kentucky chosen to ercise of their official
legisla- America, and Robert Tini- after their 31-foot homemade
make the trip which covered tive duties."
nenko, 34, a school teacher, sailboat, Triton, capsized. The
1100 miles in England, ,SwitThe judge also ruled that the were aboard the British con- Coast Guard said it was not
zerland,Czchoidovakia, Russia, fairness committee
lacked legal tainer ship Benalder in "weak known how she died
Finland and Denmark.
standing to sue. The group's at- but unusually good condition
Mr. Hutson, president of torney, John S. Bottomly,
in- despite their ordeal," a Coast
Hutson Chemical Co. here, dicated he will
appeal.
Guard spokesman said.
iqiestrited the fertilizer inThey weren't even sundustry and Mrs. Hutson,
Paula Poyner Is
burned," said Lt. Cmdr. John
manager of Gibson Locker
Lynker. "Public health officials
Plant,
inspected
meat Injured In Accident
have been in touch; and except
processing plants on the tour.
One person was reported_ for slightly_erratic pulses,
The purpose of the travel injured in an auto attident
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) apparently imija,good condidelegation was to exchange which
'State Derrioeratic chmin J.
occurred Friday night at tion."
ideas, check on the import and Aurora.
The Benalder, assuming R. Miller yesterday. reacted to
export programs of the country
Miss Paula Poyner, 2008 there were no survivors, nearly Republican charges leveled at
and visit the farm areas.
College Farm Road, was ad- bypassed the men after sight- a fund-raising dinner scheduled
During the trip, the couple mitted for observation to
the ing the capsized trimaran and for tonight in Lexington.
nt sevetal days on the farms Murray-Calloway County
- The dinner, for Democratic
a red flag Friday.
with the local people where they Hospital, according to hospital
But at the Coast Guard's re- candidates for the state legisla-Observed crops of soybeans officials, who listed her
con- quest, it agreed to turn back tire, has drawn fire from Recorn and sugar beets
dition as good.
and check the hull for identi- publican state chairman
Charles Coy and House Minority Leader Harold DeMarcus.
Both implied last week-at a
Republican fund-raiser in Lexington--that the dinner was inviting special-interest obligations because tickets were sold
AV %flay AiSiel.s.t'"feAsitizyi3O%
Miller said Friday that the
dinner "is not an unusual
event. Both Democratic- and
Republican parties in the U.S.
cengres,s sponsor such a dinner
regularly at $500 per person.
And we have some honorable
Kentucky congressmen who
'support and sell tickets to it,
without being subject to criticism for their association with
lobbyists."
He said he gave "wholehearted support" to the Democratic legislators "in their ef••0""#—
fort to raise money for the fall
campaign."
•
.
.
MR.AND MRS.DAN HUTSON,right front,enjoyed hinch on a colleitive farm
in Russia. The local
The dinner is,figittkYlg
SoltPle has just rittaramt kiss* TVA Agricallaraii-Leaders Goodwill trip to six EurajoestRe'tbintirkit.
litical satire as the main enterwas taken la Klieritav hi the Ukraine.
tainment.

_Lions Club
__ILigh_t_Bu I b
Sale Is Set
The annual fall light bulb
sale, sponsored by the Murray
Lion's Club, will be held
Tuesday, Sept. 25, according to
I.ion President James Harmon.
Lions who are helping in the
project will meet at Boone
aeaners at Seventh Ind Maple
five p.m, Harmon said
4".-. Men of the ATO fraternity at
Murrp_y_ State
and
the
Thstributive Education
marketing class at Murray
High School will also assist in
the sales. All workers will be
wearing Lion's Club emblems
so that residents may recognize
them. Harmon said.
Proceeds will be used to aid
the lions' Sight Saving
Program, Harmon said, and
also asked that any residents
who have eyeglasses that are no
longer being used please give
them to the Lions.
s •
,
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The Weather
, _ Variable cloudiness, wija_.
I --chance of showers or thundershowers today. Cloudy and
warm tonight and Sunday. A
slight chance of showers
tonight. Highs today in the mid
80s, and lows tonight in the low
to mid 70s. Highs Sunday near
80.
southerly 15 to 20
Winds
.
miles an hour today The outlook for Monday is partly
cloudy and warm. Precipitin=
— probabilities are 40*
-,nity..and 20 Oef Cent'tildight..`"-
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Monday's edition of The Ledger & Times will include a
• page insert devoted entirely to the observance of Murray
State University's Golden Anniversary Year and to some of
the major highlights and key individuals in its first halfcentury history.
The insert, expected to become a collector's item and a
valuable source of information for future researchers into
the University's history, also will be a part of Monday's
edition of 'The Mayfield Messenger.
Several months in preparation and printing, the edition,
along with the observance Monday of the 50th anniversary of
the school opening its doors for students for the first time on
September 24, 1923, will officially conclude the 18-month-long
celebration of the university's Golden Anniversary.
Extra copies will be available at the Ledger & Times office
as well as the the Office of Public Relations at Murray State
for those who would like them.

SPACE CENTER, Houston
(AP) - Skylab 2 commander
Alan L. Bean and Owen K.
Garriott stepped outside their
orbiting space station today to
retrieve six canisters of telescope film which may reveal
many secrets of the sun.
"Much better panorama out
here," Bean reported as he
slipped through an airlock
hatch at 7:18 a.m. EDT to start
the planned 2kt-hour space
walk.
Garriott was outside moments later. The third crewman, Jack R. Lousma, monitored from inside the station.
All three wore protective space
suits.
•
Bean- climbed a seven-rung
laddsaati the towel a telescope
mount to remove the film and
replace it with a new supply.
Garriott stood in foot restraints
just outside the open hatch to
assist with the film transfer.
Orbiting 270 miles above the
earth, Bean momentarily forgot
where he was.
"What's that down there?"
He asked. "Looks like Hawaii."
"You're over Bermuda," Mission Control informed him.
"Looks like a nice place to
visit," Bean replied.
Looking at the Apollo command ship which is to bring the
astronauts back to earth Tuesday, Bean reported:"Nice view
of the command module. Boy,
is the side near the quads

i
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"He has said on television
that he is not guilty and if he did
resign, he would be admitting
his guilt. --Brarnley said that he felt
Congress would not impeach
Agnew.
Don Stanford, a senior
business major at Murray State
who resides at 1315 Main, also
said that he felt Agnew would
not resign.
-The administration continues to give Agnew the cold
shoulder and if it keeps up, he
might consider resigning.
"But I also feel that if Nixon
can get away, with not turning
over the tapes, then why can't
Agnew get off?
"I actually don't think be will
resign unless the White House
forces him to.
"It would be a bad thing for
the Republican Party, and for
the obuntry if he actually did
resign," Stanford added

Murray High
Band To Hold
Calendar Sale
The Murray High School
Band calendar drive will begin
Monday, Sept. 24, according to
band director Joe Sills.
The campaign is a fund
raising project of the Murray
bands and the band boosters.
Proceeds from the drive will
go toward sending the band on a
major trip this year. Students in
grades 7-12 will canvas the
neighborhoods next week,
signing up families and inbooster
Band
dividuals.
representatives will also call en
businesses to help sponsor tie
calendar. A special effort
be made to contact the service
organizations so that their
meeting dates for next year can
be palced on the calendar.
Featured on the front of the
calendar will be a photo of the
band. All birthdays of subscribers will be placed on the
calendar on the respective
days. There are sections for
frequently-called telephone
numbers, monthly flowers and
birthstone.lisii,Laad small
calendars of 1975-1976.
Last year's drive was so wellreceived, Sills said, that it was
decied to make it an annual
affair.
Persons wishing to purchase
a calendar and have their birthdays placed on the calendar
who have not been contacted by
the end of next week should call
753-5202 to sign up.

David Keller, a Murray High
graduate who operates Dipper's
Delight end lives allege
Farm Road, said that Agnew
probably would not resign.
"I think he should resign only
if he was actually involved in
the dealings.
"If he is doing criminal acts,
he should be sent to prison or
punished somehow.
"But as long as he is innocent,
he should not resign, " Keller
said.
Keller also said that
he
thought a resignation would be
an indication of Agnew's guilt.
Edward Bello, a senior accounting major at Murray State
who lives at 505 North 16th,
supported Agnew's maintenance of innocence.

Resignation Included

Source Says Agnew
In Plea Bargaining
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Washington Post quotes a congressional source as saying
that Vice President Spiro T.
Agnew "is engaged in plea bargaining - that Agnew's resignation is part of the plea."
The newspaper reported in
today's
,
editions that it had
been tola by informed sources
that Agnew's lawyers and Justice Department officials are
discussing the possibility of his
resigning and pleading guilty to
a relatively minor offense.
Neither the White House, the
vice president's office nor Deputy Atty. Gen. William Ruckleshaus would comment on the
report.
Agnew, who has been told he
is under federal investigation in
connection with alleged kickbacks, met with President Nixon Thursday and the Post
quoted a White House aide as
saying he left "in a very discouraged mood."
J. Marsh Thomson, Agnew's
press secretary, conceded Agnew was discouraged and said,
"It's understandable that the
vice president might be letting
some of this discouragement
show."
The speculation that Agnew
might resign has generated
fresh discussion of presidential
succession, despite attempts by
his office and the White House
to dampen- such talk.
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, I)Mass., said Friday that "grave
questions exist as to the
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"I don't think,he will resign,"
_Bello
.
"If he did, it would be only
because of the kind of individual
that he is, trying to help the
administration.
"He's a good vice president
and I don't think he would want
too add any more pressure to
the president.
"I think that he is innocent of
all of the charges, because of
the man that he is.
"All political people are involved in these dealings. It just
came out in this administration
and they are ge.ting caught.
"I think it would make the
country look bad if he should
resign," added Bello, the vice
president of the Kappa Alpha
Order.

•
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propriety of President Nixon
choosing his own successor" as
long as Watergate issues remain unsettled.
He said that if Agnew should
quit. Congress ought to delay
confirming a successor until
the controversy over the'White
House tapes which- Nixon has
refused to give up is resolved.
Kennedy's statement followed
the announcement that Agnew
and Nixon met for more than
an hour Thursday, presumably
to discuss the vice president's
legal troubles. Earlier sources
disclosed that some Democratic
House members, including party leaders, have flatly rejected
former Texas Gov. John B.
Connally as a possible replacement. Under the 25th Amendment, the president would
name a successor subject to
confirmation by a majority of
both houses of Congress. With
the Democrats controlling both
houses, it would be difficult for
Nixon to win approval of anyone to whom they objected.
The House Democrats were
said to reject the idea of any
potential Republican 1976 presi,
&Mita contender succeeding
Agnew.
•
Connally, Who served' as
Treasury secretary under Nixon and switched to the Republican patty,is high =long potential contender&-Aoc-tba....4929GOP nomination.
House sources said that
among those mentioned as acceptable successors were Sen.
Barry Goldwater, R-Ariz., former Secretary of State William
P. Rogers, Rep. Gerald R t
Ford, R-Mich., who is House
minority.,leader, and Sh. Edbreeke,.1144eitkiz,
The sources sal-if some House
Democratic freshmen asked
Speaker Carl Albert to discuss
an Agnew successor with Nix012.1214.411.tiett.
as premature.
•
Meanwhile,speculation about
an Agnew resignation received
new life from the surprise disclosurt Friday of Agnew'a
meeting with Nixon Thursday.
It was believed that discuSsion -centered, as in their
last face-to-face meeting Sept.
1, on Agnew's problems stemming from his involvement in a
silCiticaLsozruptina..javest4gaOra in iftryt3nd717Avieiv. fi -

iteitleribliggtalirraCti
4-epted political kickbacks.
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Robbery
Like most Westerners, Sen. Barry Goldwater of
Arizona has an innate respect for the environment.
His concern was reflected in a recent comment that
caught our eye.
"Why shouldn't the Department of Justice act to
stop those who rob our air of its sweetness and our
water of its purity and our landscapes of their
beauty?." byeremarked. "They, too, rob us of our
possessions—even if these robberies do not appear
in the crime statistics."
Amen. — Asheville (N.C.VCitizen

Bridle On Meat

Florence Councilman W.A.
Brown made the proposal,
which would make it easier for
cities to annex industrial property.
Virgil Kinnaird, area director
of the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development, told the group that President Nixon's proposal for direct
housing allowances for low-and
moderate-income famiHes
would be far more effective
than the present housing-subsidy program.
Kinnaird said studies have indicated that the subsidy program reaches only about 6 per
cent of persons in the low-income groups.
Gov. Wendell Ford is scheduled to address the group at a
dinner Friday night.
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The students of Murray State College will be
welcomed September 24, with a gala party on the
court square by the merchants of Murray. The
Murray Chamber of Commerce is coordinating the
event.
Deaths reported today are Rome Elkins, age 76,
South 8th Street, Murray and Q.D. Wilson, age 79#
New Concord.
Melody L. Duckett of Murray College High School
and Stanley R. Jewell and Morris G. Parrish of
Murray High School are semi-finalists in the
National Merit Scholarship program.
R.M. Vance, and sons of Hazel have been named
as members of the American Shorthorn Association.

20 Years Ago Today
nts
LEDGER•TIMES

Governor Lawrence Wetherby and a group of 96
persons will come to Murray on September 25, on a
tour of the western part of the states.
Mrs. Jack W.Frost and Mrs. H.T. Waldrop are coihairmen of the Red Cross Recruitment Drive for
the Blood program to be held here on October 9.
Guy Gardner received his M.S. degree from the
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, at the
end of the summer session.
Miss Reba Sims and Norman Lee were married on
September 16.

0YearsAgoThisWeek
LEDGER•TIMES FUJI

By DALLAS LEE
Associated Press Writer
ATLANTA, Ga.(AP) — If it
measures up to expectations,
the 1973 Kohoutek comet will
far outshine the famous Halley's comet of 1910.
Astronomers at the Fernbank
Science Center here apd scientists at observatories around
the world are preparing to
study the rare phenomenon,
which may be bright enough to
be seen in daylight.
The Kohoutek comet will appear late in November and remain visible to the naked eye
until mid-February.
After Dec. 28, the comet will
begin to increase in brinier
Astronomer Bob Haywz,...-d
says that at its brightest, the
comet could be 100 times more
brilliant than the brightest star
and its tail could extend in an
arc 60 degrees from earth's

horizon.
Hayward said some scientific
calculations indicate the comet
is streaking toward the sun
from some 279 billion miles out
In space. That's beyond Pluto,
the most distant known planet
in our solar system.
The comet's eflptical orbit
around the sun indicates it is
part of the solar system. Astronomers predict the comet
will not reappear for 50,000
years if it remains within the
sun's gravitational pull.
The comet, named for the
West German astronomer who
discovered it, will pass within
75 million miles of the earth. It
will fly within 13.2 million miles
of the sun on Dec. 28 and then
head back into the far reaches
of its orbit.
Hundreds of comets are
known to men but only a few
have ever been bright enough

By WILLIAM BRADFORD
The main hangup on the proAssociated Press Writer
posal was the question of
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — whether the more specific reAn interim legislative panel has porting would violate the attoragreed on some measures to ney-client relationship for lawtighten Kentucky's financial yers. The subcommittee dedisclosure law for political can- cided to ask the Kentucky Bar
didates and will take up others Association and American Bar
at future meetings.
Association for advisory opinNo formal action was taken ions on that aspect.
by the subcommittee on camThe subcommittee indicated
paign spending Thursday but it would take up later several
the panel expr-ssed general other proposed changes in state
agreement to recommend the law which Vinsel suggested
following changes in the orally Thursday. Among those
present law:
were to:
—To require candidates to
—Lower from $500 to 6100 the
file their financial reports with size of political contributions
their local county clerks, as which would have to be reportwell as with the state registry ed by name of contributor. Fedof election finance.
eral law now requires the re—To have the registry audit porting of names of persons
some financial reports on a who contribute more than $100
continuing basis, selecting par- in federal races.
ticular races at random and
—Extend the law's coverage
then audit the reports of all to committees that seek to
candidates entered in that race._ raise funds for a group of can—To no longer have the dis- didates, as well as for just speclosure law apply to deputy cific ones.
state department heads and di—Provide that anyone who
vision directors, nor to editorial failed to file financial reports
employes of large daily news- as required by law to be dispapers and radio and television qualified to seek any elective
stations; the panel will decide position or be appointed to any
later whether to exclude public office for five years.
members of administrative
—Allow the registry to apboards and commissions as point a special prosecuting atwell. It did agree Thursday that torney to prosecute alleged viothe law should be extended to lations of the campaign finance
also apply to members of the law whenever the local compublic service commission and monwealth's attorney fails or
workmen's compensation refuses to do so. Several subboard.
committee members expressed
—To provide a fine of $500 to objection to that provision on
$5,000 as the penalty for failing constitutional grounds.
to file financial reports reRep. George Street Boone, Dquired by law, instead of hav- Elkton, suggested it might be
ing the penalty be removed better to give the registry suffrom office.
ficient funds to allow it to inK. P. Vinsel, director of the vestigate such cases and then
Registry of Election Finance, turn its findings over to the
said he felt the change was in commonwealth's attorney.
State Republican Party
order and probably would result in greater enforcement. He Chairman Charles Coy, of Richsaid he doubted anyone could mond, urged the subcommittee
be removed from office con- to consider prohibiting labor orstitutionally for failing to file ganizations,and political action
committees from contributing
reports anyway.
to political races, since corpoThe subcommittee canae to rations are so prohibited Vin.
no consensus on a proposal to sel agreed with that position.
require candidates for the ofCoy also said he did not feel
fices affected to disclose the the present law should
be
amount and source of annual changed to require the reportincome in excess of $1,000 and ing of names of persons
who
any business transaction ex- contributed less than $500
to a
ceeding 65,000 a year. The law political campaign.
now only requires such reports
State Sen. William Sullivan,
only in very general terms, de- D-Henderson, who
is state
scribing the source only by gen- Democratic Party chairman
eral category and not speci- elect, said that perhaps
the $SOO
fying any amount.
floor should be lowered in that

The Murray Woman's Club will celebrate its third
birthday Monday with a ceremony centering around
the burning of_the note signifying the paying
of all
indebtedness on the house.
Deaths reported are Mrs. Ula Lee Sledd,
Mrs.
Gladys Childress. Mrs. Katherine G. Baldwin,
and
Mrs. Willie Jenkins.
Rev. Sam P. Martin has resigned as pastor
of the
First Baptist Church, Murray. after 71 2
For Young; Incompetent
years here.
lie and his wife are moving to Orlando. Fla-.
I tfficers of the senior
class at Murray High School
are Richard Hood, Ben Crawford,
Margaret
Buckingham, and Martha Sue Cunning
ham. The
class lost five members to the Armed Forces
who
are W.L. Polly, Eugene Stone, Max
Blalock, J.L.
Miller. and Charles Cliff.
WASHINGTON (AP) — A 'fairs, said that only •state laws
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law but he did not think it
should go as low as $100. He
offered no figure as an alternative.
Coy said that many political
contributors wanted anonymity
and that they would be discouraged for participating in
campaigns at all if their names
were not kept out of it. He
added that he knew of no one in
active political life "whose integrity or principles could be
bought for less than 6500."
Sullivan said money was
needed to disseminate a candidate's views and so should not
be limited. He asserted that
disclosing the sources of a candidate's contributions would be
sufficient to keep an official
from being controlled by special interests without the pubtic's knowledge.
Subcommittee Chairman Rep.
Nicholas Kafoglis, D-Bowling
Green,suggested that "serious
consideration" be given to such
new ideas as financing political
races with public funds, to
make them equitable.
Coy said he would be opposed
to any such proposal.

* SUN,..thru WED. *
The Most Lethal KUNG FU Team On Earth.

WONDER
cOMII" Cam
PG

E. Steven Knight has joined
Integon Lite Insurance Corp. as
a representative with Dave
King & Associates. He will
serve residents of this area in
association with the Murray
agency. Knight's office is
located at 901 Sycamore. The
office offers a broad range of
Insurance and related products
Including life, health, accident
and business insurance , estate
planning, and group and pension plans. A recent graduate of
Murray State University,
Knight has a degree In
sociology. He and Ms wife Susan
live at 101 Shady Oaks in
Murray.
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They'd never forget
the day he drifted into town.

******************
Coming Soon!!

"EMPEROR OF THE
NORTH PALE"

ISTHE PLACE TO
CINEMA I

Bg,

Remember..?
Remember when
guys wore engineer
boots and sported
ducktail hair-do's?
And gals wore
pedal pushers
and swinging
pony tails?

CLINT EASTWOOD
VERNA 21057"."
MAR14NA HILL
ccersAce • atierr&osi • aittrPrit000 • Face7Prap,'
A LINIVERSALAIALPOSO COMPANY mOouCtion
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Childrens Movie Sat 1 til 3

"The Golden Age Of Comedy"
Plus Chapter 2 of Our Serial

'Manhunt Of Mystery Island"

Remember
Hula Hoops,
the Edsel,
Marilyn,3D—
all the fun and
fads of the
frenzied 50's?

ht
NOW TUE.

Well,It's all hare, including
those Golden-Oldies performed
by the greatest stars of that
unforgettable era...

government ban on federally have applied in the pass, alCCOAPAINA ,r1V,••••
_Aj(11•04.1111. POCKWArte
funded sterilization of young though gederal rules refre
/Ow 1.0001K,
..
-......JraBITIJOIlat*HATTOTTRA3
wicks itad•awataikpbtariffitht6494•
YittiKt
women has been extended 30 tary and without coercion in
Showtimes:
ES
Draw nigh to God an' he will draw nigh to you.— days while new regulations to most circumstances.
3-5-7-9
P.m.
protect their rights are circuJames 4:8.
The proposed regulations call
for establishment of local comNo matter how alienated we have been, if we come lated for publie comment.
a full length feature film
Sat-Sun.
The moratorium was imposed mittees to review and approve
to God in sincerity, we shall be welcomed and lifted
multi-scrsen re-creation
last July by the secretary of any sterilization of a minor or
1
p.m.
of the 50's.
Health, Education and Welfare person believed to be
incapable
after a Montgomery County, of giving informed consent,
CHUCK BERRY - LITTLE RiCHARD • FATS DOMINO • CHUBBY CHECKER
BO CNOOL ET - 5 SATINS THE sHonsites • THE COASTERS
Ala., man charged that his even if the girl's parents
or
DANNY A THE JUNIORS[and spacial piseldet BILL HALEY THE COMETS)
daughters, aged 12 and 14, had guardians give their
MARIS nuts
SEPALS L 1011111111 • •••••••••• SID MO 4.4 NS MEL
perCob. kalotolos f
• A bell 101110,141111.101
been permanently sterilized mission.
'
scommu. ucaon•I*114.1....Mm Old PO 27r.
by Carl Riblet Jr.
without his understanding of
They also would require InSome men react to the abundant presence 'of the procedure.
Stimmin,
formed consent of each patient
beautiful women much like a greedy boy run amok
The proposed regulations, before sterilization, and
prohibONEMA 2
in a candy store who, after gazing in near disbelief at published in the Federal Regis- it any clinic receiving federal
the contents of the show cases, attempts to.taste_aiii_ ter Thursday, would provide funds from performing non-conA TRIUMPH! A RIP SNORTER! .
nederal protection of the rights
on tire- pretext
113E -gOodles in sight, -4noanwhile---not at- oil-;arr---•ntl'zitzutr
j„0.
,
7 tlia UW04E4,imsla vere4elk
11
4? _Show tim
teipetingtharneislnirgitygettrtgerttirttattrrrfilr-r-teligfi!nise tO•L'Mr.t
the. -volved.
.
3:40-5:30-7:20.9:10
•
will alter his attitude about sweets'for a long time to since fetleral support for sterIn that 'regard. the reguilization programs began in the lations would
come.
Tonight
LATE SHOW
be stiffer -than the
1 :30 p.m.
interim guldetiries announced *
"When the stomach speaks,
"VICE SQUAD WOMEN"
Dr. Carl 'Shu'tz, director of last July and
published in Auwisdom is silent."
HEW's Office of Population Af- gut.. Shultz said.
vItr*************

It took him
20 years
to find out
who he was
, andZ..fepe
to let the
world
know.
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Late Show Tonite 11:40
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the most well known. It is expected to swing into view in
1986.
Richard Williamon, a colleague of Hayward, says some
astronomists believe that a
swarm of comets surround the
solar system, several trillion
miles from earth.
Comets are believed to be
frozen gases and other matter,
said Williamon. The tails are

formed as they vaporize on approach to the sun and the solK
wind forces the vapor to
stream out behind them, he
said.
Although the mass of the
Kohoutek comet may only comprise about one-billionth that of
the earth, the entire phenomenon from the head to the end of
its fiery tail can cover millions
of square miles and actually
become the largest thing in the
solar system.

'CP

.4ifedely

.
4
7:— 7

to be perceived by the naked

eye. Halley's Comet is one of

Panel Agrees On Measures To
Alter Campaign Spending Law

News from a Western state that a meat market
has been offering horsemeat under the guise of
"pinto" steaks prompted a round of discussion
among the fellows gathered at the water cooler in
the office the other day.
•
The question was, how many ways can horsemeat
be disguised. Some suggestions included "whinnyburgers- and "racing steaks" and "shiskeclops." "Paddock patties" were considered
favorably, too. But the discussion ended abruptly
when someone proposed "stable steaks."
Memphis (Tenn.) Commercial Appeal

Ten Years Ago Today

1973 Comet May Outshine Haley's

Favor 4-Year Staggered Terms
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Delegates to the Kentucky Municipal League voted Thursday
to seek a constitutional amendment providing for election of
aldermen and councilmen for
stagered four-year terms.
The proposal, introduced by
Newport Councilman Paul BA.ker, would alter the present
practice of electing aldermen
and councilmen for two year
terms at the same time.
The delegates also approved
a motion by Richmond Mayor
Wallace G. Maffert to exempt
cities from paying the 5 per
cent sales tax. And they agreed
to seek repeal of a Kentucky
statute prohibiting annexation
of an industrial area unless it
contains at least half as many
residents as there are employes
of the industry in the area.

SATURDAY--SkPTEMBER 22, Irk
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"Little Miss Innocence"
— No One Under 18 Admitted
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Judy Winchester Is
Complimented At
The Parks' Home

FOR MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 24:117,3
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.

direction. In the latter tam, a
change in procedure might do
the trick.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) VO
Stellar influences excellent
for constructive action. If
judicious plans have already
been made, carry them out
smartly; make some, if you
note a stalemate to progress.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
In everyday matters, give a
You will be surprised at
the results. Your lively
Imagination can give a timeworn or thinly devised project
the boost it requires.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. MI
Your intuition and perception
should be keen now. Under
prevailing influences, you
should win advancement, increase prestige.

ARIES
evs, 4‘.=.
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) '
Be purposeful in your undertakings. Don't go off on
tangents or you will find
yourself floundering in a
maelstrom of activities that
lead to nowhere.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Stellar influences, highly
propitious, indicate top-flight
achievement now. Artistic
endeavors especially encouraged.
GEMINI
( May n to June 21) 11.19You can buffet the waves of
dissension and intrigue and
come out on top — IF you
remain steadfast in principle
and keep your head in all
situations.
YOU BORN TODAY are
CANCER
endowed with a warm and
June 22 to July Z3)
A day for action! Get right to outgoing personality; are
the heart of matters requiring creatively inclined and highly
immediate attention and shun idealistic. Your tact, courtesy
persons and activities. which and gentle manners are outcould distract you from standing, as are your foresightedness and integrity.
foremost objectives.
Extremely versatile, there are
LEO
many fields from which you can
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
You can be proud of past good choose a career — which is
-efforts and their results, of bound to be highly successful —
tourse,
i
but don't rest on your but in either statesmanship or
_
urels. Take some time now to art you will find your true
(Snake plans for future ex- metier. Other fields open to
you: the law, medicine,
ion.
governmental work. Birthdate
* IRGO
;1 k Aug. 24 to Sept. 73) 1P%. of: Marcus A. Hanna, Amer.
If you organize a good system statesman; John Marshall, U.S.
Court
Justice:
,and analyze all situations Supreme
!carefully prior to acting, you'll Zachary Taylor, 12th Pres.,
.2'have it made." Don't follow U.S.A.
• • •
"fads or trends not suited to YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR len For • perSOnal 111:4490
YOU.
forecast on health. omeitti, tows and
PRI771•9*. send SI CO {Pus 23 cents in
'LIBRA
coin tor pasta
and handling to
Horoscope Beak Depertment. Box 172.
(Sept. 24 to Oct 23) AiriL
Old Chaise. Station. New York, N
Avoid fatigue. It could dim 14011. mentioning mis neseoPliper
Print your NAME. ADDRESS with
your vision, blind you to op- ZIP,aincl
DATE OF BIRTH ltobesure
portunities, of which there are yasi gel the right fairer-Mt tor raw
many now. Also, avoid ex- —Sc Yon)
tremes and exaggeration.
.V1STT IN OKLAHOMA
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Elkins
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. M)
have returned home after a visit
Bring deali to their profitable with relatives in Sulphur,
conclusions when you are sure Oklahoma.
the moment is right. You are a
GUESTS HERE '
productive thinker, can put
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Lloyd
imagination into things. DO!
Workman of San Francisco,
SAGM'ARIUS
California, have been the guests
f Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Some matters will run of his mother, Mrs. Wesley
smoothly; others may need Elkins and Mr. Elkins, and her
greater effort and better mother, Mrs. Gary Myers

.124:igt
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es thru labor
to Marna
By Abigan Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Herb and I just had our third
They are 13 months apart. Each time I went to the hospital
to have a baby, Herb stayed at his mother's.
The first time, a neighbor drove me. The second time, I
called the police station. The third time, I drove myself in
our pickup truck. 'The one we use for hauling horses.]
Herb says he can't stand to be around hospitals He says
the smell makes hirn sick.
-So all the time I'm in the hospital Herb stays at his
mother's. Would you believe I gave the janitor at the hospital $5 to drive me and the baby home? I don't have any
relatives living aoywhere near me.
Herb is a Mama's boy even tho he's ten years older
than I am. [I'm 20.] •-,
My doctor told me I should quit having babies and
force my husband to get some counseling because he never
heard of a grown man who acted this way. My doctor
asked me what my husband's IQ was'.--What's an IQ?
NEW MOTHER
DEAR MOTHER: IQ is "intelligence quirtaent," obi&
means your doctor wants to know bow "old" Herb is-mentally. If Herb won't go for counseling. go 'slope. U
you're going to live with Herb and raise his family, you'll
need some help.
DEAR ABBY: I am a 27-year-old married woman who
has had a disgusting experience. The man in the next
apartment is married, retired and 67. He's started following
me around the apartment grounds and swimming pool
area, telling me how "pretty" I am, etc. Once he actually
forced a slobbering kiss on me!
Abby, this man is 15 years older than my father. He's
fat and bald and unattractive to boot.
If I were a 67-year-old woman, I'd never dream of
trying to have a fling with a guy in his 20's. Sure, I might
see some young man and consider him attractive, but I'd
take a good look at myself and consider how I must look to
HIM, and I'd let it go at that. I'm sure most women think
that way.
My question: Why can't men be more realistic? What
makes these old goats actually believe that young girls
could have a romantic interest in them? I'd really like an
answer to this because it's been bugging me.
CURIOUS IN CONN:
DEAR CURIOUS: Generalizations are dangerous. I'm
sure there are young women who are madly in love with
men who are older than their fathers. And young men who
truly adore women many years their senior. Your neighbor
could be senile, playing a longshot, or just a dirty old man.
"Delusions of adequacy" is not a condition found exclusively in men.
DEAR AeUBY: I--am a 21-year-old girl with two large
problems. My feet! I wear an 11 Triple E shoe. I can feel
people actually staring at my feet, and some strangers
have even asked me what size shoe I wear.
I'd like to wear pretty shoes, but they don't make then:
in my size. Abby, have you ever heard of an operation to
make a person's foot smaller? They do so much with plastic surgery these days. I'd sure appreciate a prompt reply
BIG FEET
DEAR BIG: All the orthopedic surgeons I've consulted
about your "problem" agree that the foot can be made
narrower by removing the small toe and metatarsal, but
they wouldn't consider a foot shortening job for vanity's
sake.
If I were you, I'd get down on my hands and knees and
thank the good Lord for my pair of healthy "ii Triple F.'s.'
DEAR ABBY: When my husband and I and our children are invited to someone's home for supper, I always
ask if they plan to serve the kids the same dinner as they
serve the grownups. The reason is that some people will
serve steaks for the grownups, and give the kids hamburgers.
I feel that if my children are not going to get what the
grownups get I would just as soon feed them a good dinner
and leave them home.
I have been criticized for my attitude, but I happen to
believe I am right.
What do you think?
ANONYMOUS
DEAR ANONYMOUS: Most children prefer hamburgers to steak anyway, but regardless, it's poor manners to
ask a hostess what she intends to serve.

Saturday, September 22
Big M Booster Club will have
Miss Judy Winchester, bride- a juke box dance at the Murray
elect of Tim Scruggs, was Country Club after the Murrayhonored with a Coke party held Tennessee Tech football game.
on Sunday, September 9, at six All booster club members'
p.m. on the lawn of the home of wives are asked to call Shirley
Mr. and Mrs. Cannon Parks. Boone or Beverly Garland
The hostesses for the occasion concerning a dish that members
were Mrs. Max Parks, Mrs. are urged to bring for the party.
Paul Grogan, and Mrs. Carmon
Sunday, September 23
Parks.
Calloway County Singing
The honoree was presented
with a corsage of yellow mums Convention will be held at
by the hostesses to complement Brooks
Chapel < United
her pant suit of beige and green Methodist Church at 1130 p.m
accented with white. Mr.
Monday, September 24
Scruggs wore a
yellow
Calloway
County
The
boutonniere.
The spacious lawn
was Democratic Women's Club will
decorated with baskets of meet at the court room of the
garden flowers, colored lan- Calloway Court House at eight
terns, and flaming torches p.m. All members are urged to
which were placed at foes) attend and bring guests.
points.
Recovery Inc., for nervous
Johruth Jones and Michael
Ray Parks pulled the "Radio persons or former mental
Flyer" wagon, laden with gifts patients will meet at the Mental Health Center at seven p.m.
for the birdal couple.
' Those present were Mr. and
The Creative Arts DepartMrs. Johnny Underwood, Mr
and Mrs. Pat Scott, Mr. and ment of the Murray Woman's
Mrs. Bob Washer, Mr. and Mrs. Club will meet at 9:30 a.m. at
Johnny Fitts, Mr. and Mrs. the club house with Mesdames
Johnny Miller, Buddy Bybee, H.J. Bryan, Cleburne Adams,
Mr. and Mrs. J.W. Jones, Buford Hurt, Raymond Carter,
Johnna and Valorie, Mr. and and H. Ed Chnsrnan as
Mrs. Thomas Scruggs, Mrs. hostesses.
Margaret Winchester, Mrs.
The Theta Department of the
Paul Grogan, Mr. and Mrs. Max
Parks, Michael Parks, and Mr. Murray Woman's Club will
have a salad supper at the club
and Mrs. Cannon Parks.
house at 6:30 p.m. with
Mesdames Durwood Beatty,
James
Martin,
Homer
Miller, and Arlie Scott as
hostesses.

Exec lye Board Of
Kirksey PTAMeets
At Baize ff

The executive board of the
Kirksey
Parent-Teacher
Association held its first
meeting Tuesday, September
18, in the home of their new
president, Mrs. Billie Bazzell.
Mrs. Bazzell called the
meeting to order. Mrs. Edward
Willie gave the devotion,
reading different verses
fromthe Bible entitled "Parent
Duties."
Mrs Earl Laub, secretary,
read the minutes and Mrs.
Johnny Ingram, treasurer,
gave the financial report.

The Luther Robertson School
PTA will meet at seven p.m. at
the school.
The Community Continuing
Education meeting will be held
at the conference room of the
Murray-Calloway County
'Hospital at 7:30 p4n. with Dr.
H.S. Jackson as spe*er.
Tuesday, September 25\
The Murray Quota Club
meet at the Triangle Inn at 12
noon for the program for the
month

.
N

meet with Mrs. Opal Reeves,
1106 Vine, at two p.m.

The Murray High School
Social Concerns Committee Chapter
of
the
Future
will meet at the Douglas Homemakers
of America held
Community Center at 7:30 p.m.
its first regular meeting in the
form of a patio party at the
home of Miss Nancy Garrison.
Oakdale Drive, on Sunday,
Wednesday, September 26
Ladies day luncheon will be September 9, at 7:30 p.m. The
served at the Murray Country group assembled around a bon
Club at 12 noon with Mrs. fire.
Miss Becky Sams gave the
Charles Hoke, 753-7877, as
chairman of the hostesses who devotion on -Love." with Miss
are Mesdames Charles A. Martha McKinney leading in
Homra, Jack B. Kennedy, prayer. Miss Selwyn Schultz,
Madelyn Lamb, James M. state parliamentarian, gave a
Lassiter, Robert McGaughey, report on the national meeting
Frances McReynolds, Charles held in Dallas, Texas, in July
T. Miller, L.D. Miller, Carl which she attended. She also
Oakley, Mary Belle Overbey, reported on the new program of
Frances Parker, and John C. work, "Impact."
Quertermous. Bridge will be
The informal initiation for
played at nine a.m. with Mrs. September 12 was
discussed by
Richard Knight and Mrs. Dan Miss Sheila
McCuiston. Misses
Boaz as hostesses.
Terry Dick, Jenny Poole, Sarah
Ross, and Sue Windrum were
elected as delegates to
represent the chapter at the
regional meeting at Murray
State University on September
14.
. Officers of the chapter were
The Baptist ?auk Women of
the Flint Baptist Church met introduced who are Krista
Wednesday,September 5, at the Kennedy, president; Selwyn
Schultz, first vice; Amanda
church.
Mrs. Dortha Stubblefield, BuiCe-, second vice; Martha
program chairman, presented McKinney, secretary; Nancy
the program on the theme, "A Garrison, treasurer; Becky
Whole More Than Its Parts". Edwards, reporter, Phyllis
She said the program was to Cottroll, historian; Kathy
help each member understand Raiford, parliamentarian; Lisa
better what happens to money Winters, recreation; Beverly
given through her church for Rogers, song leader; Becky
Sams, devotional leader.
missions.
Refreshments of lemonade
New officers elected for the
coming year are: Mrs. Sue and s'mores were served while
Miller, leader; Dortha Stub- Beth Wilson and Gina Starks
blefield, president; Gina Miller, played their guitars and sang.
secretary-treasurer; Beverly Sponsors attending were Mrs.
Brittian, program; Diane Sally Crass and Mrs. Lucy Lilly
Beale, prayer; Martha Robb Also present was the student
Beale and Patsy Hopkins, social teacher, Mrs. Anita Chaney
Brashear.
and scrapbook.

Mrs. Stubblefield
Lea r Flint BYW

-__SCOTT DRUG
-

1205 CHESTNUT STREET

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY

Murray TOPS Club will meet
at the Health Center at seven
p.m.

Plans for the Fall Festival
were discussed and chairmen
Kirksey PTA will meet at the
for the King and Queen Contest,
decoration, trophies, pictures, school lunchroom at 1:30 p.m
tickets, and etc. were set up for
Annual fall light bulb sale by
the forth coming festival. The
prize this year will be a portable the Murray Lions Club will be
held in Murray starting at five
television.
p.m.
Mrs. Jerry Kirkland reported
on the leadership workshop of
Senior Citizens will meet at
the First District of Kentucky ten a.m. at Ellis Center.
Table
Congress PTA held on Tuesday, games will start
at one p.m.
,August 14, at St. Mark's United Mrs. Helen Hodges
will speak at
Methodist Church, Paducah. the Calloway Public
Library at
Mrs. Billie Bazzell and Mrs. two p RI
Kirkland attended from the
Kirksey unit.
Current Mission Group of the
The next meeting for the Memorial Baptist Church will
board will be held on Tuesday,
October 16, at 1:30 p.m. in the
Fox Family Birthday
home of Mrs. Elvin Crouse.
Mrs. Bazzell served assorted
cakes, coffee or cokes to Dinner September 30
Mesdames charles Coleman,
The annual birthday dinner
Earl Lamb, Johnny Ingram,
Harold Fones, Ralph Darnell, held by the Fox family has been
Don Marine, Lynn Robinson, changed form Sunday, SepJerry Kirkland, Bobby Locke, tember 23, to Sunday, SepEdward Willie, Elvin Crouse, tember 30, at the Kenlake State
Jerry Joseph, HOward Darnell, Park shelter house,
All friends and relatives are
James Miller, Joe Thornton,
Roy Clark, Robert Usrey, and invtied to attend.
Mr. Johnny Bohannon, principal.

For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs
— Open 12:00 A.M. Till 6 P.M. —
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Our new exciting Christmas Gifts are on their way,_
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so we're having a
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you've been in the Wild Raspberry you
know about our space!)
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2 26 3 Speed Bo.ycles to he give
away September 29 6 P.M

MAR-LANE CERAMICS

No purchase necessary

PARTY SUPPLIES

You must he 16 or older

,

1/2 price

(Cups, Napkins, Paper Plares,-Ribbons,
Invitations, Gift. Wraps) ••(

One HOUR
DRY cLeaneRs
THE MUSIC Department of the Murray WotinrieS Lint held its first meeting or the 197344 dub
year with a Zodiac Salad Supper at the club house. Officers are standing from the-teft: Mrs. Eurie
Garland, secretary, Mrs.Charles Moffett, chairman, Mrs. Keith Hays, treasurer, and seated Is Mrs.
Roger Reichmuth. Vice-chairman. Plans and projects for the coming year were discussed and formulated. Hostesses were Mesdames Charles Moffett, Roger Reichmnth, Keith Hays, William Porter,
Donald Story, Donald Brock, Vernon Shown, and John Pa ulk

PHONE 7534E62.
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Sportsmen: They're
Stealing Our Game!

Bow Season To
Soon Be Open

Sportsman's
Notebook

With the archery deer season
At a time when West Ken- patrol every area in Calloway opening within a few weeks,
tucky is awakening to the great County at all times, and they many of our modern day Robin
A reminder to all deer hunters not injure the trees may also be
prospective value of its outdoor can't hire a man to cover every Hoods are getting ready to hunt who plan to hunt in Land Bet- used.
recreation, it seems horrid that
few miles.
the elusive whitetail. While ween The Lakes this fall that
c. Stands and steps may be
a crime like poaching is going
There is a way with your help some are scouting out the best there are definite restrictions placed on trees no more than
unnoticed by the majority.
that this poaching may be area to take a stand others are against building or using any 1.-u weeks before the hunting
Poaching is undoubtedly the slowed to a possible halt. The practicing how to hit their mark type of permanent tree stands season, and must
be removed
greatest threat to West Ken- answer may be "The Calloway once the opportunity presents or steps within the area.
within one week following a
tucky and Calloway County's Deer Sportsmen Poacher itself.
Tree stand regulations are not hunting season or portion of a
deer herd this year than in any Patrol." These dedicated
meant
to restrict hunting. They split season.
With newcomers to this
year past. It's a fact that sportsmen are chosen from a
are designed to minimize end. All portable stands must
wonderful
sport
season,
each
poachers do exist and roam the selected group of sportsmen
vironmental and aesthetic display the name, address, and
there
are
some
rules
and
countryside every night in and highly trained to carry out
damage to the trees in the area phone number of the owner
search of unsuspecting deer. and aid the conservation officer regulations that each and every and help to insure the future of
Violation of these regulations
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With aide of a paralizing light in his duties. They mean archer should know.
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hunting in Land Between The may result in a citation and-or
0
- .••,••• ••
and a high powered rifle the business.
Bow hunters may take either Lakes as well.
revocation of the Land Between
vandal, the cowardly, unAlthough permanent type The Lakes hunting permit.
The Calloway Deer Sport- sex deer in all counties except
sportsmanly thief, kills deer smen is the only club in the Jackson and Owsley, (which stands are prohibited in the
Fishermen are beginning to
and robs the people.
state's history organized are cloased to all deer hunting) area,sportsmen are welcome to pick up a few bass around the
Jerry Maupin, Calloway specifically to stop poaching, from Oct. 1 through Oct 31 and use portable stands that are
stumps on spinnerbaits and
conservation officer is painfully and with your help they may be from Dec. 1 through Dec. 31, now available at many sporting
dation twist early and late.
aware of what is going on. the answer. In addition to The limit is one deer per season, good companies. The tree stand
Pond bass are hitting good right
Maupin estimates that already patrolling the area, they're whether by gun or bow. A regulations which are posted
now with the water temperature
this year more than one third of pushing for harder, stater hunter who has already taken and available for distribution at
in the 70's. Kentucky and
our local deer population has penalities for poachers. It's his deer may assist others all information points in Land
Barkley Lakes are 70 and clear
been wiped out. And more hoped that soon, when a provided he has his hunting Between The Lakes are:
at 355.4 and steady.
poaching is expected. Several poacher is apprehended, license and deer permit and
1. All use of permanent stands
A hunter safety course will be
local sporting goods stores had vehicle, gun and everything will carries neither gun or now.
and climbing devices that taught at Camp Currie on
already sold out of high power be confiscated along with a stiff
The deer permit, which en- damage trees is prohibited; no September 29. All completing
rifle shells by the first of Sep- maximum fine.
titles the hunter to use either nails, spikes, tree (pole) the course will receive an intember. This is the first time
New techniques are hoped to gun or bow, is required in ad- climbers, screw-in devices, or struction certification in hunter
this has occured in the past.
soon be used locally. One such dition to a valid hunting license. wire will be used for attaching safety. The course will feature
Maupin suspects that because technique is the precipitin test. After
a deer is taken, the metal stands or for climbing trees.
training in safe gun use,and
of the extremely rough terrain By the use of these tests, blood
2. Portable stands and handling of various firearrik If
tag on the permit must be atin some areas, he finds only a and hair of any animal can be
tached to the deer in such a way climbing devices that do not interested, write for an apminute part of the remains of distinguished and this alone that
it cannot be removed injure the trees are legal, but plication to Jim Gilpin, Director
poached deer and animals. could be enough evidence to
without mutilating the carcass they must be removed following of Conservation
Education,
Recently he found where convict the vandals of a and
must remain attached to a hunting season or a portion of Department of Fish and
heartless vandals had shot a poaching act.
the deer until it is processed If a split hunting season.
Wildlife, Capital Plaza, Franksmall fawn, just to see it die. If
The Calloway Deer Sport- the hide is removed from the
a. Portable stands may be fort, Kentucky 40601, no later
they are allowed to continue this smen are now pushing laws that deer,
it must also be tagged(the chained, belted, clamped, or than September 23.
misdeed, no longer will we be would possibly revoke the
hide tag is also a part of the deer tied with rope. They may have
The first District meeting of
able to enjoy the aesthetic and poachers hunting license for one
permit.) Hides may not be small stabilization spikes or the Wildlife Federation will be
recreational value of a deer year in addition to the stiff bought
blades for aid in adhering to the held at Camp Currie at 8:00
or sold.
herd in Calloway.
fines. Another law that could
trees.
p.m., September 24. The
Several years ago Calloway soon be proposed would
b. Climbing blocks or other principle speaker will be the
All hunters must have a
Wildlife society members are shown on one of their outings. Here they are
erecting and repairing County led the state in deer herd authorize the game department license and deer permit except steps attached with cord, belt or Mr. Hubbard,
new secretary for
wadi& west boxes.
numbers. Today it barely is to sue for money damages to resident landowners
and their chain are legal. Ladders or the federation. All sportsmen
Staff Photo by Jerry Allen
able to say it has any deer at all. deer population. This could run dependent
children hunting on other removable devices that do are invited to attend.
Maupin reports that recently, into the hundreds of dollars for their land,
tenants and their
while patroling areas that once each poacher, if convicted.
dependent children residing
were covered with deer tracks,
People of Calloway County, upon said land, residents over
not one track was found. The Calloway Deer Sportsmen 65, and servicemen
on four or
Maupin agrees with state appeal to you in hopes that more days
furlough hunting in
biologist that the county's legal together everyone can stamp their home
county. These
harvest of deer could be nearly out this problem so that we all exempted
hunters must still
trippled if poaching /ere may benefit.
Ear protectors are strongly pattern you're getting from
notify the Department of -Fish
stopped.
Calloway County not only has and Wildlife of any deer taken, recommended for long shooting your ammunition. With modern
Just ask anyone around recreation,
sessions when you're practicing shotgun shells uniformity can
Maupin says,"I'm convinced potential for a large deer herd and if the deer
and any subject on wildlife management in the long
is to be tranMurray State University, the out-of-doors
at a range or testing handloads almost be taken for granted,
that poachers are responsible but if this area of West Ken- sported they
run.
.
must
attach
a
free
"What's the most active outfor the deer herd reduction and tucky was safe from vandals identificat
or sighting in several rifles. The and this also goes for handloads
In
June,
1971
the
Murray
ion
tag
obtained
The Wildlife Society is the
door organization on campus?"
State University Wildlife it's possible that deer are being and poachers, then possibly from the local conservation earmuff type is the most ef- if they're carefully put together
If they're sportsmen, con- most active and fastest growing Society
sold
ficient when using arms that according to the tables in the
right
here
in
Calloway."
someday we might even have a officer ) to the deer.
became a charted
servationists or just an outdoor club in the area. Just recently
Some poachers will stop at flock of wild turkeys.
produce a really sharp crack. loading manuals.
chapter
of
the
national
Wildlife
lover, they'd reply "Why the the members have erected Society
Archers
nothing
must
For
to
guns with a less disconbarbless
use
escape
the
law.
These
Some hunters learn to
We've
got
potential,
the
but
in
Washington, DC. and
wood duck nest boxes and
Wildlife Society, of course."
are the stupid ones. Killing not while the poachers are arrows with broadhead points certing report, the plug-in type imitate the clicking, clucking,
is
the
only
club
in
Kentucky
conducted
a three year study of
The !Wildlife Society is by no
sometimes squeaking, chatter
that is qualified to hold af- game is sad enough, these allowed to rob us. Let's unite at least 1/1 inch wide The same will do.
means a new club, but its the wood duck nesting habits.
requirement applies to arrows
The most important reason of squirrels. You can make
filiation. More than sixty vandals should be handled with and stamp out this problem.
members have a lot of new
shot
crossbows, to pattern a shotgun is to find some of the clicking and
from
Vice-president Greg Mills chapters are now scattered over more stringent laws than are
ideas when it comes to con- Says, "The Wildlife Society is the
( minimum 80 pound pull ) which out whether the pellets are clucking sounds with your
United States and foreign put on them now.
servation, and the out-of-doors. not just another sportsmen countries.
Who are these vandals, these
are permitted only on the striking where they should be mouth and intersperse the
President Randy Lowe says, club, but a club for concriminals
Pioneer Weapons Wildlife striking. If a gun shoots con- squeaker clucks by sucking the
and
robbers
that
rob
The Wildlife Society takes
"We've got members of all servationists, biologists, rod
Management Area.
siderably high or low or to the back of your hand. One of the
pride in aiding boy scout troops us of our legal game? Some are
outdoor interests and we try to and gun enthusiasts, anglers and talking
left or right, you should take best kinds of commercial calls
to other outdoor professionals, some kill just to
FRANKFORT - Gov Wendell
Bow hunters are not per- your gun to a gunsmith. With a
schedule our activities to fit and naturalists. The primary
see the animals die. Then
is the type that uses an acoriented clubs in the area
H. Ford has signed a mitted to carry any type of single-barreled
each and everyone."
gun he can cordion like rubber bellows to
objective Of the Wildlife Society Lowe says "There will come a there's the "1 don't care"
Several Wildlife Society is to acquaint the individual time
poacher that kills one for meat proclamation declaring Sept. M firearm while hunting, nor are probably correct the fault at produce a chatter when you
when every hunter,
as Kentucky Hunting and they allowedto use any type of small expense. With
activities include field trips to with the out-of-doors so he may
a double, shake it. You can quickly
fishermen, naturalist and year round. These people have Fishing Day in recognition of chemically treated
arrows or you may just have to remember become proficient
the Land Between the Lakes, recognize his responsibility in
to
be
stopped
and
only
with
the
with this
outdoorsrnen, will have to stand
skeet shooting and participation the wise use and proper
cooperation of local land owners the contributions of Kentucky's attachments containing where it patterns and do your gadget with just a little pracup and be counted."
hunters and fishermen to chemicals. The use of boats, own compensating as you
in conservation and ecological management of our natural
will we be able to stop them.
shoot. tice. Lacking a call, pick up a
Behind this club is a great
affairs. At their meetings resources."
Remember, sportsmen, these conservation and outdoor vehicles, or any type of
Another reason to pattern a couple of rocks the size of tennis
place to stand every second
domestic animals ( including shotgun is to check whether
outdoor films are shown and
Another goal of the Wildlife Tuesday night at seven p.m. in vandals are stealing from you recreation.
balls and click them together
Gov. Ford said, "Kentucky's dogs) is also prohibited.
and they're directly affecting
nationally known personalities Society is to acquaint the Room 228
you're using the right choke and rapidly. If this improvised call
Science the
of
the
hunters
and
fishermen,
through
may speak on such subjects as sportsmen
quality of your sport hunand
the Building on the Murray State
These are some of the most are therefore getting the is answered by squirrel chatter,
ting. It's obvious the Depart- their license fees and other self- important
wildlife management, professional: this will aid
regulations for deer desired density of pattern for a repeat it briefly and then
University campus.
ment of Fish and Wildlife can't imposed taxes, are responsible hunters to
remember. For a particular kind of shooting. The remain still, waiting for the
for the acquisition and
least important reason is to
management of over one pamphlet with the complete check on the uniformity of approach of an inquisitive
squirrel or two.
regulations
for
gun
arid
bow
million acres of public lahits
throughout our state which may hunting, as well as seasons and
special regulations which apply
be used freely by all."
Hunting and fishing license to certain management areas,
Drop by and look over our selection
•New Stock Firearms
sales in Kentucky provided the write to the Department of Fish
-state's
conservation depart- and Wildlife Resources, Frankof Fishing Tackle and Supplies
•Reloading Equipment
ment with more than $3,489,624 fort, Kentucky 40601.
Equipmen
t
•Fishing
for conservation in 1972. The
We carry the Wilson line
805,540 licensed hunters and
More than half the drowning
of Sporting Equipment for All
•Hunting Equipment
fishermen in Kentucky in 1972 victims in pools are youngsters
Sports
If you're a hunter, ask
entitled the state to $809,802 in under the age of ten.,Children
• Archery Equipment
about our
Federal Wildlife Restoration should be closely supervised
selection of guns
funds. Sportsmen pay excise when in or around the water. A
taxes on their fishing tackle, few seconds of neglect could
Chestnut Street Phone 753-2571
sporting arms and ammunition lead to a lifetime of regret.
205 So. 5th
for this very purpose.
753-4469
George Hodge, owner
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Wildlife Society Members
Are Having Fun
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FISHERMEN
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MURRAY HOME & AUTO

Check Big K For....

TABERS
BODY SHOP, Inc.

Guns
Remington -Browning
Winchester

— 24 Hr. Wrecker Service —

Rettliiiigtun
.14untin9 & Fithing
Licenses
Winchester
Camping * Fishing * Archery
EquipmestV Equipmont
Equipment

753-3134
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HUTSON
-PROMPT

TAYLOR
MOTORS

EFFICIENT SERVICE IS OUR
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sinermirrs
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HUNTERS -FISHERMEN:
Get to Where the Action is!

Sales
Service-Parts

Jeep Puts
You There!

Johnson
.011

Cain & Treas

1:4,O-Craft
753-3734

Complete Boating Supplies'
Hwy. 94E. Murray, Ky.

Motor Sales
American Motors Dec lei
806 Coldwater Road
753-6448

WARD - ELKMS
-

(all Any Time
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•
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r- Wayne Darnell
Outboard Marine

Central Shopping Center
Mprray, Ky.

CHEMICAL
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1

Shells

‘111,

1301 Chestnut

Fenton & Hodge

•
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Located W Railroad Ayenue

One of the Largest'
SoloctIons of Sporting Goods In West Ky.
for the Hunter or FishenrOni.
.
BE SURE TO ENTER OUR FISHING CONTEST!
•No Entry feel •Prizes Galore!
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., 1-6 Sunday
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Tigers Turn Back Tough
Fulton City Team, 32-14
By MIKE BRANDON
McCuiston was stopped on the by a jet-powered Dean Lanning.
away from Murray High,"
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
two point conversion and the
Four plays later, and five
Beadles said after the game.
One of the toughest things for Tigers advantage stood
at 12-0 seconds into the final period,
"Their pass rush was really
a high school football coach to with 3:54 left to be played
in the Beadles found split end Scott
good and at times, they had me
do is to prepare his team's half.
Curtis in the end zone for a
off balance.
mental attitude for an opponent
Another pass interception on six-pointer.
"The thing that really hurt
that has been a pushover for the the next Bulldog series
carried
Curtis, who rocketed several me though was that the field
past few years.
the Tigers to the Fulton 12 but long punts, hit the PAT and the
was wet and on a couple of those
You know how it is.
on the first play from scrim- Bulldogs had seven points on
interceptions, the ball slipped
We beat them last year,
mage, Murray gave up the ball the board compared to
from my hand before I had it in
we'll dolt again just as easily
on a fumble.
Murray's 25.
control.
this year.
In the first half, the Tigers
On the Tigers' next series,
"If it hadn't have been
That attitude has cost many gained 87 yards on the
ground, Randy Chapman took a pass for
from those interceptions, the
good teams in all types of sports half of the total coming on
gains an eight yard gain but the
score would have certainly
some very disappointing losses. by quarterback Wes Furgerson impact
of the tackler knocked
.
been different."
And if it hadn't have been for
Furgerson, who previously the ball loose and Fulton
Fulton, who had lost 22
a few big breaks, Murray High had completed only two passes recovered
the fumble.
consecutive games before
just could have found itself in during the season, brought
A 20 yard pass from Beadles winning over Crittenden
the
County
that position lest night at crowd to its feet late in the third to Curtis carried
the Canines to last week 32-6, will be at Fort
Holland Stadium.
period
the Tiger 20 yard line.
Campbell next Saturday.
Instead, the Tigers took a
The junior quarterback hit
Three plays later, Fulton
-I'll tell you one thing,"
32-14 win over a tough and
left end Dean Canning with a
scored its second TD when
Beadles
said. "We're not
determined Fulton City
pass and Canning went 40
Beadles connected with
going to be down because of
team.
yards down the sidelines for
Patton on an eight yard
this. We are going to go out
But the score of the game
another Tiger touchdown.
scoring pass.
and
win some more games,"
does not serve as an indication
This time, Chris Miller's PAT
Curtis' PAT nearly cleared
the junior quarterback adas to what type of contest it split the uprights and Murray the school
on the north end of ded.
really was.
led 19-0 with 4:22 remaining in the field and with 9:09 left in the
In total offense, the Tigers
There were some good points, the third period.
game, Murray led only 25-14. had 198 yards, 144 on the ground
naturally; there has to be in a
Less than three minutes later,
The game was finally put on and 54 in the air. Fulton City
win.
STOPPED AT THE LINE—We can't see his
another break came for Murray the ice midway through the had 173
number, but this Tiger put the stop to halfback Billy Shell from Fulton Friday night.
yards total offense. - Coming to
The defensive secondary when Tony Boone picked off a period when Boone intercepte
assist are Tigers Doug Shelton 24)( Ell Alexander
d
(811) and Dean Laming 82.(
For
Murray,
Furgerson
was
carne up with four big pass pass on the Tiger 45, broke three another pass and
carried 31 the leading ground gainer with
(Staff Photo by David Hill
interceptions, two of which would-be tacklers and was yards for the final score
of the 89 yards.
a•Cs=“=.=Cs=TC=s=4>
SX:YeZ.C.0
were returned for touchdowns. finally stopped on the Bulldog night.
"We were not emotionally up
And the defensive line gave four.
Miller's PAT was successful for the game," Murray High
Fulton only 85 yards on the
On the next play, McCuiston
and the final score of 32-14 was coach John Hina said following
ground, 69 of those coming in
found his way to paydirt and
on the board as 5:22 remained in the game.
the first half.
after the two pint conversion
"I don't know why.
National League
the game.
But the Tigers' showing
play, the Tigers led 25-0.
-We worked on the idea all
East
left some of the fans and
Beadles, brother of former week that they had
a good
W. L. Pct. G.B.
Robert Patton, a burly
Meanwhile, half of Sunday's and two of them, Washington
most of the players in a mood
By HAL BOCK
UK star quarterback Terry club."
New York
fullback, took the following
77 77 .500 - 12 games will be available to and St. Louis, go at each other
that was far from being
Associated
Beadles, hit for nine for 23
Press
Sports
Writer
Another
good
club will test Pittsburgh
kickoff on the Bulldog 10 and
75 76 .497 )2
joyous.
You remember 1972.. the Na- home fans on local television Sunday. The other two are Dalpasses for 88 yards, but had the Tigers next week
as Murray St I AMIS
76 78 .494 1
Last year at Fulton, Murray sprinted all the way to the Tiger
tional
Football League's Year because they were sold out 72 las, biding time for Monday
four costly interceptions.
High takes its 2-1-1 record to Montreal
75
78
.490
1%
High burned the Bulldogs 40-6. five, before being hauled down
of the Runner. Well, say hello hours before kickoff. That com- night's game with New Or"I'm not taking anything Bowling Green.
Chicago
79 79 .484 2% to 1973 and what
This year, the Tigers were
looks like an pares to nine of 12 games sold leans, and the New York GiPhiladelphia 68 86 .442 9.• Instant
expecting to do the same, only
replay for those guys out and shown on home TV last ants, up against the PhilaWest
delphia Eagles.
they expected It before the
who lug the ball through the week.
Cincinnati
95 59 .617 —
Look for Los Angeles and
game
line.
Two of the American ConferLos Angeles 90 65 .581 5',2
But luckily foe the Tigers, the
Nine NFL runners gained 100 Buffalo to use more of the ence's unbeatens, Pittsburgh
F'raocisco
San
85 69 .552 10
breaks came.
or more yards in last week's ground game that worked so and Cleveland meet in a key
Houston
78 77 .503 17'2 openers and will be looking
It was two long gains in the
for ,.well for those two teams in Central Division test.
Atlanta
73 82 .471 2202 more yardage when Week
first game victories last week.
first period by fullback Tony
Two
San Diego
57 97 .370 38
The Rams will go against AtThe NFC's black and blue
Thompson and halfback Dale
arrives Sunday.
Central Division presents a pair
McCuiston which got the Tigers'
And Dallas Coach Tom Lan- lanta Sunday.
By HOWARD SMITH ..
Saturday's Games
It was the fourth straight picked up his 14th win with reBuffalo's O.J. Simpson had of key games. Green Bay, comoffense rolling.
•
Associated Press Sports Writer New York triumph
Baltimore Alexander 10-8) at dry will have that same numover Pitts- lief help from Bob Locker.
the best day any running back ing off an inpressive victory
Thompson's 19 yard gain
ber
in
mind,
but
The New York Mets soared burgh and vaulted
he'll
shootbe
Milwaukee ( Colborn 19-10)
Reds 4, Dodgers 1
the Mets
in the history of the NFL ever over the New York Jets, hosts
moved Murray to the Fulton into first place in the National
Boston ( Lee 17-9) at Detroit ing for career coaching victory
into first place for the first
George Foster tied the game
three yard line.
No. 100 when he sends the Cow- had, tolling up 250 yards last Detroit, which dropped its
League East Friday night on a time since May aid.
lolich
15-14)
Their lead with a ninth-inning homer for
week. San Diego get to try opener to Pittsburgh, and MinOn the next play. Thompwing and a prayer and several is less than se,however,
California I May 7-15) at Min- boys against New Orleans in
as Cmcinnati and Tony Perez won
slowing
nesota, 1-0, faces Chicago,
him down.
son lowered his head and
Mondaynig
ht's
nationally telehard-hit baseballs.
no fewer than four other clubs it with a three-run shot in the nesota ( Blyleven 18-16), N
The National Football Confer- which dropped that opening
bulled his way into the endvised
game.
The wing was Tom Seaver's are within 21-2 games of
New
York
(
Peterson
8-15 or
the top. 10th. It was the fifth hit for
zone for the touchdown.
Landry got No. 99 last week ence has four unbeaten teams toughie to Dallas
right arm which held the touted
The Pirates are one-half Perez. The Reds now lead the Dobson 8-7) at Cleveland ( PerA high snap from center cost Pittsburgh offense to one triple
when
the Cowboys just mangame back, third-place St. second-place Dodgers by 5)-2 ry 18-19), N
the Tigers' the extra point and and four singles.
aged
to
beat Chicago 20-17. ,
Texas
(Siebert,
Iv
7-12)
Louis is one game behind, games in the National League
at Kanwith only 53 seconds remaining
Miami's defending Super
The prayer came from short- fourth-place Montreal is
sas City ( Fitzin(jrris 8-2), N
er'e 4 Pea
. eta Ote Seat
West.
Té
lkt
in the quarter, Murray had a 6-0 stop Bud Harrelson who kept
Bowl champions also are after
Oakland Hunter 20.41 at Ch
games off the pace and fifthPadres 3-2, Giants 1-7
CALL
lead.
record. The Dolphins have
a
chanting, "We've got to keep place Chicago is 212
cago
(
Bahnsen
18-191.
N
Clarence Gaston's two-run
games
Late in the second period, one winning, we've just got to keep
won
18
consecutiv
regular
e
seaback. The Cardinals clubbed homer gave San Diego the
JIM SOWDERS
American League
of those big breaks came for the winning. There are still five
son games, tying the NFL
Philadelphia 12-3 , the Cubs opening game while rookie
TING
East
Tigers.
record set by the Chicago
teams in this thing. We've got topped the Expos 3-1, Cincin- John D'Acquisto pitched
SUPERIOR EXTERMINATING CO
W. L. Pct. G.B.
his
Doug Shelton happened to
Bears in 1933-34 and matched
to keep winning."
nati beat Los Angeles 4-1 in 12 first major league victory for Baltimore
91 62 .595 —
be in the right place at the
by the Bears in 1941-42. One
And Cleon Jones, Jerry innings and San Diego split a San Francisco in the nightcap. Boston
TERMITE CONTROL
83
70 .542 8
right time and picked off a
more triumph would give them
Grote, John Milner, Wayne pair with San Francisco, the The first-game loss mathemati Detroit
81 72 .529 10
PHONE 753-7266
Mike Beadles' pass at the
the record all to themselves.
Garrett and Rusty Staub ac- Padres winning 3-1 and losing cally elimicated the Giants New York
75 78 .490 16
MunillAr KENTUCKY
Fulton 45 and returned the
Oakland will try to spoil the
counted for the hardest of New 7-2, in other National League from the National League
West Milwaukee
72 81 .471 19
•
ball all the way into the
plans.
York's 13 base hits in a 10-2 games.
race.
Cleveland
67 86 .438 24
endzone for the TD.
victory.
Ca shoals 12, Phillies 3West
In American League games,
St. .Louis right-hander Rick
Oakland
90 64 .584 —
it was Baltimore 7, Milwaukee
Wise made his first appearance
Kansas City 83 71 .539 7
4; Minnesota 8, Oakland 3; Calin Philadelphia since the Phils
Minnesota
76 77 .497 1302
ifornia 6, Texas 1; Detroit 5,
traded him last season for
Chicago
75 79 .487 15
Boston 1; and Chicago 6, KanSteve Carlton. Wise celebrated
California
73 80 .477 16L2
sas-City 5 in 12 innings.
his return by picking up
Texas
his
54 100 .351 36
first victory since Aug. 5 to
Satlirday's Games
raise his record to 14-1.
Pittsburgh tKison 2-0) a
West Ky. High
Montreal (Moore 7-161
School Grid Scores
Cubs 3, Expos 1
Open Mon. thru Sat 7 a.m.-9 p.m.
St. Louis (Cleveland 13-9) at.
Murray
32,
Fulton
City 14
"We're playing well, like a
New
York
(
Matlack
13-15
Madisonvil
le 41, Henderson 7
club that can win the National
Chicago ( Pappas 7-12) ot
League pennant," said Chicago Lone Oak 18, N. Marshall 0
Philadelphia ( Twitchell 13-9)•
Trigg
Co.
Crittenden
69,
26
Manager Whitey Lockman. "I
_ San Diego ( Arlin 1-13) at
think our club's experience and Bowling Gr. 12, Caldwell Co. 8
San.Francisco ( Marichal 10-14)
Chr.stian
Co.
33,
Mayfield
0
maturity will be an advantage
Cincinnati Cullen 18-8 ( at
in this type of pressure finish." illghman 41, Hopkinsville 3
Los Angeles (Sutton 17-91, N
Gonzalo Marquez homered
Atlanta (Morton 13-101 at
for the Cubs and Burt Hooton Trigg Co. 69, Crittenden 26
Houston ( Wilson 11-15)

Standings 1973 May Be An Instant Replay

Of '72 r+IFL easo
- n For Runners

Mets Soar Into First Place
In National East Last Night

Congratulations

DAVID
TRAVIS

Open Sunday Noon — Limit Rights Reserved

David Travis was selected as one of
- the top agents'in the college market
--division for Northwestern Mutual in

Domino

,,,T.KuGGRYKKISKYRImmoMM

the entire country.
He was also selected on the basis of Service
and Sales as the outstanding young college agent
in Kentucky.

mommr

David now makes his home in Murray and
invites yo4 to come by and visit him at:

of
fir

The Whitehouse Bldg.
711 Mainitreet
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THAT'S FAR ENOUGH—Ken Grogaia.houls down Fulton end Scott Curtis after a pass completion
from quarterback Mike Readlei. Also on the scene are Tigers Brad Barnett (12i
and Cliff Dibble 1331.
(Staff Photo by David Hill
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Consultant Recommends Changing your indual Horoscope
Fee System For County Officials

7)e

recommended that those in Jefferson County be paid $16,000 to
$19,000 a year while those in
Menifee and Robertson County
would get $3,500 to $4,000.
The counties in which officials would get lower salaries
than the present $12,600 maximum are those which, roughly
have fewer than 18,000 residents. The factor actually depends on a combination of population and property value,
which puts some with populations of more than 18,000 below the present maximum and
some with 17,000 people above
it.
Fleming told the subcommittee that he felt he had to set
the salaries for the smaller
counties at lower than their
present maximums in order to
differentiate properly between
them and larger counties. The
alternative, he said, would have
been to set the salaries for Jefferson County at around $25,000, which probably would have
required too high an appropriation.
Fleming approached his task
by dividing each county job
into its various functions and
then assigning each office into
one of 14 classes depending on
its volume of business. That
meant that, for example, one
county might have its county
clerk position in Class 7, its
county judge in Class 8 and its
county attorney in Class 9.
Chairman
Subcommittee
Ralph Ed Graves, D-Bardwell,
commented that the study
seemed to overlook the likelihood that an official in a larger
county might have 10 deputies

to help him while one in a
smaller county would have
none.
Fleming responded that that
was all the more reason to give
the official in the larger county
more money, because he had
supervisor functions as well.
Graves said the subcommittee would meet again later
to consider the salary issue, indicating he felt the subcommittee would not go along with
cutting present salary maximums.
The full committee on counties and special districts later

Chilean Junta Reports
Jailing of 30 Officials
SANTIAGO, Chile ( AP) Chile's military junta says it
has jailed 3 officials of the
Marxist-led government it overthrew last week.
Gen. Oscar Bonilla, the junta's interior minister, said Friday night that the officials
were being held in secret locations. He said Carlos Briones,
interior minister in the deposed
Salvador Allende government,
was under house arrest.
Bonilla did not say what the
junta planned to do with the officials.
The junta today apparently
proceeded with plans announced Friday to write a new
constitution, despite opposition
from the principal political party in the battle against the
ousted government's efforts to
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YOU BORN TODAY, a VirgoLibra cuspal (one born at the
change of Signs), are a roundly
talented individual, artistic in
the highest sense of the word
and intensely romantic. Your
keen mind makes you excellent
at analysis and research, and
you could shine as scientist,
writer,
philosopher
or
educator; would also make an
outstanding
literary
or
dramatic critic. You have a
talent for acting and could even
add an element of the dramatic
to a business career. Your
meticulousness and capacity
for handling details are notable.
Birthdate of: Augustus, Roman
emperor.
• • •
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR 1973 FOr a personal 1401,1199
forecast on health, wealth, One and
merrlaite. Send $1 00 plus 25 cents In
coin for postap• and handling to
Horoscope Book Department, BOK in,
Old Chelsea Station, New York. N
10311. InentionMg this
Print your NAME, ADCZETrrr
,,,„
,
ZIP.and DATE OF liseLik• I fo b•sure
yOu pet the right forecast for your

zodiac soon)
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FOR SUNDAY,SEPTEMBER M,1973
proportion. Let incidents
remain just that; concentrate
,on insuring good results in
YOUR area.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Be prepared to withstand
opposition, unexpected
disturbances. You CAN settle
matters - in a way which will
win the admiration of others.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
Leave no loose ends in
matters nearing completion,
and don't start enterprises you
may regret later. Look up past
records, returns, in planning
present procedures.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Look well into proposed
suggestions or you may find
yourself involved where you
least desire it. Some definite
"no" answers will be required.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
You don't need to look afar for
best returns. They will come
from within your immediate
surroundings and, perhaps,
through some "unlikely"
persons. A good day!

Look in the section in which
in the day approved for preyour birthday comes and find
filing bills that would:
what your outlook is, according
-Have book and magazine
salesmen register with local to the stars.
county clerks, rather than with
local chambers of commerce or ARIES
sheriffs, as a 1972 law provided. (Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) grAl
If day's program seems
-Allow county judges to collect their fees for settling states devoid of the distinction you'd
in installments, as the estates like, strive to give it that extra
which turns the
are settled, instead of waiting "twist"
mediocre into stimulating
on
for the
to be de.
performance.
-Require
t boundaries of
entklklb
•
TAURUS
county commissioner districts
13'CGP
(Apr. 21 to May 21) :
be unbroken, with one district
You could run into some
not splitting or dividing anoth- trying situations if you speak
er.
out of turn or act unthinkingly,
'so stress good will and keep wits
sharp.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Fine Mercury influences
stimulate your nsikny talents.
Written matters and intellectual pursuits especially
Chile.
socialize
favored. Your foresight and
Patricio Aylwin, president of instinct about people prove
the Christian Democratic party, invaluable now.
said the junta does not have the CANCER
authority to write a con- (June 22 to July 23) 84C)
stitution. However, he said his
Demonstrate your abilities in
party would cooperate with the a tactful manner, bearing in
junta if asked by the military. mind that some may not see eye
He estimated the junta would to eye with you. In the long run,
remain in power at least two however, they WILL come
years, long enough "for the res- around to your point of view.
LEO
toration of the country."
The junta also outlawed (July 24 to Aug. 23) 4/2'ficei.
Heed the suggestions of
Marxist political parties and
"lesser lights" as well as those
said it was putting other parof top-notchers. You might find
ties in recess."
some unexpected gems of
In other developments Fri- wisdom.
day, the Soviet Union and East VIRGO
Germany severed diplomatic (Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WAIL
relations with Chile.
Some misleading influences
The junta already had broken prevail, so be careful of your
relations with Cuba and North involvements- with people OR
Korea.
'situations. Avoid anxiety or
undue suspicion, however.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
If faced with unexpected
opposition, avoid antagonism
and you can arrive at the
necessary accord and worthwhile compromise. Here your
innate poise can be a big aid.
SCORPIO
'
r
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nl'elti
Work on the knotty problems,
but do not blow them out of

K1DONG' 1. PION'T 0^4AE ALL
THIS WAY FOR A DOLL -- I WANT
DOUGH THEY'LL LEAD 05 TOT
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SELL MOST

Frances Drake

By WILLIAM BRADFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)-A
private consultant has come up
with a plan for overhauling the
basis for paying local officials
in Kentucky. The legislative
panel that ordered it did not
like its plan to cut salaries.
The Interim Subcommittee on
County Fees ordered the study
from Richard Fleming Associates of Columbus, Ind. The
study was part of a bigger plan
the subcommittee is working on
to have set salaries for county
officials be paid out of a common county treasury, instead of
having each depend on the fees
he takes in.
Fleming was asked to work
out a system for classifying
Kentucky's 120 counties so that
local officials' salaries would
more closely reflect their differences in workloads and
duties. Because the maximum
salary for all county officials
now is $12,600 a year, a county
clerk in Jefferson County,
which has 695,000 people, gets
the same pay as one in Gallatin
County, which has, 4,134 citizens.
While the subcommittee did
not question Fleming's suggested classification system, it
did seem to strongly disapprove
of the salaries he proposed to
attach to them. The primary
problem was that acceptance of
his recommendations would
mean pay cuts for approximately two-thirds of the county
officials in Keotucky, unless
they were "wrandfathered" in.
Based upon the workloads of
the officials involved, Fleming
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE
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50' x SO' Metal Building on lot 80' x 169'. 12' x 20'
office, 1 restroom finished, 1 unfinished, '3
overhead doors, ample parking. Perfect for most
0
4 any buisness. Just a few feet from 4th Street.
Street being paved now. Possession 90 days.

FO

BOA T-BC
with troth
Johnson rr
trailer. Phi

Call 753-4857 or 753-7244
TANDEM AXLE car transport
trailer, two ramps. 1967 Ford Scar transport, complete 24 foot
steel double level cattle and hog
box. Call Paris 643-6298 or Martin
S2.5C
587-2964

SEWING MACHINE prices
reduced on every machine in the
store at your local Singer Sewing
Machine Dealer, Murray Sewing
Center in the Belaire Shopping
S24C
Center.

MOBILE HOME, 12' x 52', two
bedrooms, 11•2 baths, central heat
and air, washer, fully underpenned. Phone 753-0263. S24C

1973 HONDA C-70 step through
cycle. Excellent condition. Less
than 350 miles. Good price. Phone
753-676 after 5:00 p.m., or all day
S24C
Saturday

IT'S APPLE time in Union City,
Tennessee at Flippin Hillbilly
Barn, on Union City-Hickman
Highway. Red delicious, golden
delicious and Jonathan apples,
$4.00 bushel, 4 pound bag, 65
S24C
cents.

FIVE GOATS. Phone 4365345.

HOME COS
150 or 200
thermostat
1971 four
commando
completely ;
radio $2,4t
before 9 a.rr

TRUCK FO;
bed, and n
wench with
GM truck.
p.m.

641 PET Sti,
puppies, co
poddles, p
supplies. Ph
1862.

S24C

MOBILE HOME, 8' wideAnderson, $1,000.00. Very good
condition. Priced for immediate
sale. Also upright piano, 1100.00.
Phone 753-7265.
S24C
Aurora,
ACRE lot, located in
354-8161
'or mobile home. Phone
COMPLETE HUNTING archery
September 28C gear. 50 lb. "Grizzly" bow.
after 7:00 p.m.
Twelve fiberglass Kodiak arrows
FOR ALL your coal needs call or (six broadheads). Bow, quiver,
write Edward Ipoek, Route 1, arm protector, glove, etc. Cost
S24C
Nebo,Kentucky 249-3622.
over $135.00 last year. First $65.00
S24P
takes it. 753-7683.

TRAVEL 1
18', shower,
Phone 753-80

FIRE WOO]
7534410 afte

CORN PIC1
Ideal. Phora

KENTUC1
variety of pi
you can ;
rmaoriable
Stores, the
from Hopki
and 164. Op
p.m.

MOBILE HOME. Must sell. Has
central heat, all electric, three
bedrooms, Ps baths, completely
carpeted. Phone 753-7609. S24C
TWO BUNK bed
Phone 753-4609.

mattresses
524NC

ARROWHE,
Mayfield,
Benton High
pickup cam!
rent campe
weekend. C
2303.

- ANTIQUE CHIFFEROBE; black
77. and silver pole lamp; new SmithCorona typewriter. Phone 7539364.
S24C

ND

KENT ,ELECTRIC guitar, like
new. Never been used. Only
850.00. Phone 436-5830.
S24C

CREOSOTE
treated fer
Lumber Co
Street.

TWO UPHOLSTERED chairs,
both for $25.00 or $15.013 each. In
good condition. Also chord organ
(Magnus), needs repair, any
reasonable offer. Phone 753-7939
after 4:00p.m.
S22C

1970 BOND/
6629after 6:(

partment. She was transported
230 miles to Maningrida.
SEWING MACHINE-1972 Good
The government said Nola
Housekeeper, like new. $1013.00 or
was given to the Browns when
best offer. Gibson acoustic guitar
her real mother was taken ill
and case. In good condition.
six years ago and the girl was
$100.00. Phone 767-4748.
S24C
to be kept only six months. The
government said it is inMAILING MACHINE. Elliot
vestigating why Nola was perDymatic 3101. Ideal for church
mitted to remain with the
bulletins
or
organization
Browns so long.
newsletters. Will sacrifice,
In Darwin, Mrs. Brown said
Contact Gene McCutcheon at The
she still is considering legal acLedger & Times, 103 N. 4th St.,
tion for custody of Nola but
753-1916.
S28NC
Kim E. Pennington
that there appears little chance
of success.
ATTENTION FARMERS!!
The youngster's aboriginal faRhodes Feed Mill has received
Newsmen who visited the set_-__ them, Jack Barbiaga, confwined
another truck load of gates.
tlement of crude huts found the that Nola has been promised to
'Special 16ft., 5-slat panel gate
youngother
girl playing with
his nephew as a bride since her
$20.40, 14ft., 5-slat panel gate
sters amid the camp's squalor. birth but said the marriage
$19.40, 6 ft chain link gate, $12.75,
She, speaks only English and is would not occur forlght or 10
Kt. chain link gate $13.50, 10 ft.
tribe's
the
with
not acquainted
years.
chain link gate $14.60, 12ft chain
customs.
Kim E. Pennington, professor link gate $15.40, 14ft chain link
Aboriginal children do not alNola said she would like to ways use the last name of a fa- of music
at Cumberland gate $16.50, 161t. chain link gate
.leave.the settlement and return
College, Lebanon, Tenn., will $17.50. Also aft, steel post 11.30.35
nephe
-middie.aged
The
•
!Ober foster parents in Darwint:---.
w, present a guest piano recital at percent hog supplement (pellet
She said she especially missed who was not available for inter- 8:00 p.m. Monday, September
or fneal) $12.00 cwt. 40 percent
the toys she had there.
views, reportedly demanded 24, in Farrell Recital Hall on the, hog supplement( pellet or meal)
her
The girl was taken from
that Nola be returned to the vil- Murray State University $13.00 cwt. Fly blocks $2.20 each.
foster parents, Athol and Ann lage. He has been 'paying the campus. The program will,
41 per cent dairy concentrate
Brown, two weeks ago by offi- family food and tobacco in ex- include works by J.S. Bach,
$8.25
cwt. Trarnisol cattle
governcials of the federal
Chopin
change for the right to marry Beethoven,
and wormer boluses 65 cents each.
ment's Aboriginal Affairs De- the girl.
Debussy.
Thibenzole cattle wormer boluses
Pennington is an instructor of 65 cent each. Rhodes Feet Mill
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
private piano and freshman and Cuba,Kentucky. 382MUM MUD MOB
6 War god
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sophomore music theory at 2593.
October 9c
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00000M
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8 Preposition
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30 Sponsor
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SYDNEY, Australia (AP)Nola Garanarnba, a 7-year-old
aboriginal girl taken from her
white foster parents of six
years and returned to her tribal
family, today was reported gens
erally puzzled by her new environment.
A nephew of the girl's aboriginal father reportedly wanted
the youngster back in the village near Maningrida in Australia's far north because he
had been paying the family
regularly in return for a promise of future marriage:
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YOU SURE PICKED
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MUST SELL
color console
console, Lilo
Music, phone
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1111

•:!:*:

alga
50

I= We
Rif; 411
..2.to:

iii11111111

Migigil
Di tr. by United Feature Syndicate.Inc.

$46

767-6105.

k. •
Eggs, because they pick up 1972 YAMAHA 125 Enduro,
odors from other foods, should -electric start. Other extras. Like
be stored in a covered contain- new. Priced to sell. 612 Olive
em in the refrigerator.
Street after 4:00p.m.
S24P

WANT TO Bt
17 copies of tl
Please bring
Times Offic
Street
9

it, 1673
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It With A Classified

Call
753-1916 Se

Ad 75C3a:I916

•••,•
- •
•

FOR SALE

NOTICE

BOAT-BOSTON Whaler, 14'
with trolling motor, 40 H.P.
lohnson motor and Parisline
trailer. Phone 436-2245.
S24C

prices
e in the
Sewing
Sewing
hopping
S24C
through
in. Less
!. Phone
r all day
S24C

S24C
widerY good
mediate

100.00.
S24C
archery
bow.
k arrows
, quiver,
ttc. Cost
rst $65.00
S24P
sell. Has
ic, three
impletely
S24C
1.
,ttresses
S24NC

•E; black
w Smithone 753S24C
tar, like
Pd. Only
S24C

1 chairs,
each. In
ird organ
air, any
) 753-7939
S22C

972 Good
1100.00 or
ic guitar
:ondition.
S24C

. Elliot
r church
nization
serifice
in at The
. 4th St.,
S2IINC

E RS!!
received
if gates.
mei gate
nel gate
$12.75,
50, 10 ft.
2ft chain
hain link
link gate
t $1.30. 35
it (pellet
) percent
or meal )
1.26 each.
ncentrate
ittle
its each.
ir boluses
;sett Mill

1ctober 9c

.85. Roby
Benton,.
ttobet1C

(et: Blue carpets
electric
Belaire •-•-•
•
S22C

, to keep
ie Lustre
electric
Market,
S22C

standing.
ent white
y. Classy
register.
ing Star
Robertp,
1Viurray,
S24NC

per Will •
Ex-

Enduro,
trim. Like
812 Olive '
S24P

NOTICE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Another View

Trir
i

45 ACRES more or less, 10 miles
southeast of M a
old
Murray
resttecif.4
, approxima
1SJa
cleared.
The
rolling and hilly
woodland. $5500.00. 753-6257. S22P

PEGGY NOEL
and FREDA CUNNINGHAM
are now employed at the

HOME COMFORT,oil stove with
150 or 200 gallon oil barrels,
thermostat control $150.00. Also
1971 four wheel drive Jeep,
commando, five new tires,
completely carpeted, AM and FM
radio $2,495.00. Call 437-4227
before 9 a.m. or after 6 p.m. S25C

BEAUTY BOX

;Alt:

•

Dixieland Shopping Center
For Appointment Col 753-7132

TRUCK FOR sale, 1965 GMC, 14'
bed, and new tires also 8 ton
wench with power take-off for
GM truck. Call 753-5996 after 6
p.m.
S25C

N W

ON OR

AUCTION SALE

Construction Equipment
Consignment Auction
We are'do* -accepting consignments for a construction
equipment auction to be held in Paducah, Ky. in mid October.
Trucks and construction equipment needed.
Consignments must be in by Sept. 29 for closing date on
advertising.

Call or Write:
BY OWNER; two wooded lots,
Sharpe Street, beside park, near
schools, shopping
center,
iversity. Phone t 6061 549October8C
2494.

SPECIAL! Pure Frosty Morn All-Meat

BOLOGNA 884 1b.

WIDE LOTS on U.S. 641, south of
Murray, for your new home or
mobile home. Call owner 7530774.
023C

AUCTION SALE

J. M.(Jake) Brown
Auction Co.

c.

TWO ACRES, nice building site,
south of Coldwater on Highway
1836. Phone 489-2436.
S24C

GROCERY

Paducah, Ky.
U4-6865 or 442-5855

641 PET Shop, north. Chihuahua
puppies, cocker, spitz, tiny toy
poddles, parakeets, fish and SPECIAL!! TUESDAY, Wed- B&C
BY OWNER-two story brick
CONSTRUCTION work.
LEGAL NOTICE
nesday and Thursday,September
HELP WANTED
,s pa, Off _-fl.,.
supplies. Phone 753J••••••••1 F•elsoll hal,. M._ •
house
•
with full size basement,
Complete
block
basements,
25,
26
and
27. $15.00 coldwave,
1-21
1862.
October11C
three large bedrooms, two baths, WANTED COOK, part time and
Notice is hereby given to all
walls,
patios,
$12.50. The Hairdresser, 201 retaining
"IOU OWCE KOMISEP ME THE WORLD.
living room, dining room and full time, night shift. Apply in affected and interested persons
sidewalks, etc. Ten years exSouth 6th Street. Phone 753THANK HEAVENS,I DIDN'T GET IT"
kitchen. Has garage apartment person to Long John Silver's, that a petition was, on the 24th
TRAVEL TRAILER, like new 3530.
S25C perience. Free estimates. Phone
with two bedrooms, kitchen South 12th Street.
18', shower, bath, self contained.
437-4734 or 437S24C day of August, 1973, filed in the
living room, bath and utility
Phone 753-8072.
Calloway
Court
County
September26NC
MUSIC
MUSIC
S22C WANTED: VOTERS to re- 4785.
room. Phone 753-2205 after 4-30
requesting that the territorial
register to vote in November
p.m. for appointment. September
limits of the Dexter-Almo
FIREWOOD. Will deliver Phone
A•:11V ICES OFFERED
general election. Steve YarHeights Water District be ex26C
7534410 after 5:00 p.m.
Back to School Specials ....
S22C brough, candidate for City
tended and enlarged to include
TIMBER-LODGE on TennCouncil.
S24P Tucky
REDUCED FOR sale in Stella,
the area described as follows:
CORN PICKER-two row, New
Lake, Route 1, Springville,
three bedroom brick, large
Beginning at a poini, which
Tennessee, will build complete.
Ideal. Phone 7534186
S26P
Apply in Person
family room with fireplace, game
fireplaces, starting at only
is 50 feet south of the south
-Drums
-Accordion
-Voice
right of way of the Utroom, formal dining and formal
$695.00. Selection of stones
KENTUCKY'S LARGEST
-Banjo
-Guitar
--Piano
terback Road and 150 feet
living room, all carpeted.
available. Satisfaction
variety of pistols. Buy now while
-Band
-Trumpet
-Organ
west of the intersection of
Radiant ceiling heat, double car
guaranteed. Phone 901-593you can still get them at
the Utterback Road and
garage. On large lot. Immediate
3534.
reasonable prices. Country Boy
TFC
Brian Road; thence north
possession. Phone 753-2469 after
Stores, the pistol people. 9 miles
S. 12th St.
150 feet west of the Brim
ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service.
_
5:00p.m. for appointment. S24C
from Hopkinsville, Junction 117
Road to its intersection with
Phone Paris,642-6551.
TFC
and 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
is having a
the Lassiter Road; thence
REDUCED FOR sale in Stella, AVERAGE $5.00 an hour
Dixieland -753-7575-Murray
co9c
p.m.
east along the Lassiter
8.7 acres on good blacktop road. demonstrating toys, part time.
T.L. Asphalt Paving
PIANO, BAND Instrument, PIANO
Road to its intersection with
TUNING-repair- Perfect building site. Phone 753- Between now and December.
ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales,
-Driveways -Parking areas
violin, guitar and jazz lessons rebuilding. Prompt- expert ser- 2469, after 5:00
U. S. Highway 641 North;
p.m.
Mayfield, Kentucky on the
S24C House of Lloyd party plan, hiring
1119 N. Arcadia
Repairs
Phone- Erwin or Pat Chandler vice. Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben
thence east along the
now in Murray in all area towns.
Benton Highway. Travel trailers,
Phone 247-7201 anytime
753-1470.
Lassiter Road to the iiiidcile
September 29C W. Dyer, Murray, Kentucky.
Weekly commission pay checks,
pickup camper, toppers. We also LYNN
RENT
All
work
FOR
guaranteed,
free
WARNER, backhoe and
of Clark's River; thence
Phone 753-8911.
TFC
plus green stamps. Free training.
rent campers by the week or
estimates.
gravel. Phone 474-2713.
south with the meanderings
S24C
Hostess gifts and supplies. Only 2
weekend Call 2474187 or 489FURNISHED OR unfurnished
of said River to 50 feet south
SERVICES
more
weeks
OFFERED
of.
hiring.
Call 753TIMBER-LODGE of TennSERVICFS OFFERED.
=3.
S25C
two bedroom apartment, central
of the Utterback Road;
HAVING PROBLEMS with your "rucky lake, Route 1, Springville,
S24C
heat and air, wall to wall carpet. 8291.
thence west across U. S.
CREOSOTE POLES,8' to 25' and hearing or understanding. For Tennessee will do your stone SCISSORS OR pinking shears
Available now. Phone 753Highway 641 to the point of
sharpened,
only
cents.
39
This
free
hearing
CATTLEMEN
work.
-HOG producers. 4331.
Large selections of stone.
checkup and contreated fence posts. Murray
October9C SEMI DRIVERS with three years
beginning.
Lumber Company, 104 Maple sultation. Call your Belton ,Phone 901-593-3534.
TFC week only at your local Singer Rhodes Feed Mill will store your
experience to run 15 states. Must
Residents and property owners
Sewing Center, Belaire Shopping grain, any amount, shell corn or
Street.
have 6 months experience on of the Dexter-Almo.
S22C ronsultant, 753-0832. October3C
ROY HARMON finish carpenter. Center.
S22C ear corn,for your convenience in SLEEPING ROOMS for men, steel or
machinery. Call Ace
Custom building and remodeling.
making feed. Phone Rhodes Feed furnished, private entrance, air Doran Hauling & Rigging Heights Water District as
presently
constituted
1970 HONDA CB 750. Phone 753and
conditioned,
refrigerator
LOWERY'S
. Company, Mayfield,
BABY-SITTING Mill, Cuba, Kentucky 383-3693 for
Houses trimmed-formica tops.
Kentucky residents and property owners of
6620after 6:00p.m.
Zimmerman Apartments, South
S25P
and doors--Quality
work- Service has openings for infants more information.
004ober9C
502-345-2786 after 5:00 p.m.
the territory proposed to be in16th. Phone 753-6609.
S25C
manship. Phone 753-0790.
TFC to age 2 years. Phone 753October 18C cluded in said District are hereby
USED BICYCLE, 10 speed, four
2620.
S22C
notified that a hearing will be
months old. Phone 753-0799. S25C
TRAILER SPACE. Opening new
GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears
held in the Calloway Circuit
EARN
$1,000
to
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN. REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
$1,500.
Work
now
trailer
court2
/
1
2
miles east of
,seamless gutters, installed per
Courtroom, Calloway County
BASS BOAT-16' Pro Astroglass
Having trouble getting those odd
Murray on Highway 94. Phone to December 1st. Weekly
your specifications. Call Larry
metal flake, 1974-115 H.P.
paycheck,
no collecting, no Court Building, Murray, Ken-unit.rms
jobs done? Free estimate. No job
753-2377.
Nlaternit%
S22C
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
Mercury motor. New under
delivery, no cash investment. tucky, on the petition as filed,
Wearto small. Phone 753estimate
with said hearing to begin at 7:30
TFC 0605.
swung trailer, less than 8 hours
°Falling Thin.. Se-pt. 21
October24C
FURNISHED FOUR bedroom Playhouse Toy Company, Nancy p.m. on October 2, 1973. Any
on rig. Phone 753-4936 from 7:00
Frick,
527-7133.
9:00 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
OctoberIC
house near University. Ideal fr..r 4
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
person desiring to file objections
a.m. to 11:00 a.m. or after 7:00
:107 N Ith. Niurrai
to 6 girls or boys. Phone 753-7575
Installation. Phone 753-7850. TEC B.C. CONSTRUCTION. Complete
by
Owner
or exceptions to said petition
p.m.
S25P
WANTED
basements, foundations, patios,
CASHIER,
or 753-0669.
waitress, should do so prior to the date of
S26C
day shift only, 10:30 a.m. to 5:00 said hearing
FtECIEVE FREE service or BULLDOZER WORK; trucking, sidewalks, driveways, retaining
Sept6-13-22C
REGISTERED
HAMPSHIRE inspection
74 Acre Farm located 7.5
FURNISHED TWO bedroom p.m. Apply in person to Long
on any type of vacuum also bank gravel, fill dirt and walls, etc. Septic tank ingilt and boars. Nice breeding by calling
miles
west
of
Murray.
Silver's,
phone
Hardin,
John
354.8138,
stallations,
house.
South
12th
Good location. Carpeted,
437-4734 or 437COMMONWEALTH OF
Mike Hutchens or Bob topsoil.
stock. Two black Angus ( young) Byar at your local Kirby
Excellent
highway
gas heat. Available now. Couple, Street.
S22C
KENTUCKY
October23C
Vacuum or 354-8161, after 5:00 p.m. TFC 4765.
bulls, 500 to 600 lbs. Phone 753- Office, 500 Maple Street, 753-0359
Frontage. Land is in exno pets. Phone 733-9903 after 4:00
DEPARTMENT OF
9390.
S25P day or night.
cellent state of fertility.
October10C CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY SCARBOROUGH
p.m.
TRANSPORTATION
S22C WANTED DESK clerk. No exPLUMBING &
perience necessary. Dependable,
BUREAU OF HIGHWAYS
steam cleaned. Phone Carpet Electric Complete pump repair
BOY'S BICYCLE, 20", $15.00. ••••••••••••
Phone 753-9061 until 5:00
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
Master 489-2504.
TFC service. Let us check your old
APARTMENT FOR older couple male preferred. $1.70 per hour.
Phone 7534863.
S25C I
p.m. Monday through
Sealed bids will be received by
ADVERTISING
.pump for you before you buy a
single, 506 Pine Street or phone 3:0°-11 :CW3 P.m. shift Apply in
1
7
3.34
Friday.
S22C the Bureau of Highways, at Its
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest new one. 24 hour
DEADLINES
S27NC person at Regal 8 Inn.
emergency
After 5:00 p.m. and Sat.
SEAMLESS GUTTERS. Baked •
Control, phone 753-3914 100 South service. Phone 753office, Frankfort., Kentucky, until
All display ads, classified
and Sunday-753-7737.
on enamel finish, guaranteed 301
WANTED SOMEONE to mow 10:00 A.M. Eastern Daylight
13th Street, "Every day you 5543.
September
26C
display
THREE BEDROOM brick house, lawn. Inquire at 1309 Main
and
regular
years. For free detailed estimate
delay lets bugs have their
Time on the 11th day of October,
'
display, must be submitted
242 Covey Drive. $150.00 per street.
phone Atkins Gutter Service,
way."
S24P 1973, at which time bids will be
TFC R & R ASPHALT Paring. Quality
by 12 noon, the day before
month. Phon 753-0312 after 4:00
Murray,753-8407 or 753publicly opened and read for the
work guarantee. Business and
publication.
p.m.
8992.
October 10C
S24C
improvement of:
residential. Free estimates.
All reader classifieds
AUTOS
FOR
SALE
JOHN'S REPAIR Service. Phone day or night Mayfield 247CALLOWAY COUNTY, SP 18must be submitted by 4
30' x 50' BUILDING with four
SMITH-CORONA automatic 12
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and 7201.
183; The Johns I Doran I Road
By
TFC
Owner
.m. the day before
overhead doors. Gas heat and air VOLKSWAGEN --1965 good from KY 94
electric typewriter, used one
carpentry. Phone 753-6897 days or
extending southern!):
THREE
BEDROOM
S22C !publication.
compressor furnished. Auto condition,$525.00. Phone 436month. Phone 753-8257.
-rFc JERRY'S REFINISHING &
753-7625 nights.
to ,KY 1550, a distance of 1.380
BRICK,
family
large
room,
§
,1••••••••••4••••
hoist. Good location. Phone 753- 5880.
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
S24P miles..., Base Widening and
2 baths-all ceramic tile,
3018.
E GLEANER combine in good
S24C
ADVERTISE!! HANNA Sign Smith of Murray on Hwy.641
Bituminous Concrete Surface
central
air and heat, 1980 -1 1
condition, with cab, robot control INSURANCE!! HOMEOWN- Company, gm south to, street. Jerry'llIcCoy, owner. (5021 492CHEVROLET-1973 pickup, Class I.
square
feet
of
living
space,
=
farmowners,
ERS,
mobile
infurther
FURNISHED APARTMENT,..white with 36" topper, long wheel
and grain head. For
TFC
Phone 7534346.
Bid proposals for all projects
Octoberl7C 8837'
built-ins
kitchen. § two bedrooms, with garage.
in
formation phone 753-5602 between homes, automobiles, low rates,
To base. Phone 753-0343.
will
S27C
be available until 9:00 A.M.
Located
two
miles from 3:
- mature couple or single. 11
S24C excellent claim service. See us
8:00a.m.and 4:30p.m.
/
2
EASTERN DAYLIGHT TIME on
town
on
a
one
acre
wooded
E
before you buy. Galloway InA
BUSINESS
withotit
baths,
a
sign
is a
water furnished. No BISCAYI62-1964, V 8 , the day of the bid
ALUMINUM
opening at the
area. Phone 753-2780, a children, no pets. Phone 753surance & Realty, phone 753sign of no business. Hanna Sign
automatic, four door sedan, solid Division
SIDING
of
Contract
Days;
753-7682
Evenings
2 1438.
5842.
October25C
Company,753-8346.
TFC
S24C
throughout. ROM firm. Phone Procurement at a cost of $2 ea( h.
CAMERA
2 after 9:00.
436-5361 after,6_:00p,m
S27P Bid proposals are issued only to
FOR SALE
Maintenance Free - No
TWO BEDROOM house, 1402
WILL DO baby-sitting in iny
prequalified
Pentax Spotmatic II A with
contractors.
More Painting
tkhkeH4EtitZtti44tWE
UNBELIEVABLE
BARGAIN, Storey Ave. Ideal for single or CHEVELLE SS-396home.Phone 474-2253.
S25C
-1970, one Remittance payable to the State
F 1.4 S.M.C. lens Phone
We cover all wood. It will
but you will have to look inside to couple. Lots of shrubbery, and ifotoner. Still under
warranty. Treasurer of Kentucky must
7534825.
cut 30 per-cent off your
WILL KEEP small child, age appreciate how much. A nice flowers. On 100' x 180' lot. Phone Shadow gray with black vinyl accompany
request
for
heat bill.
S24C top. Factory mags, air, power, proposals.
Infant to two years old in my three bedroom home with living, 753-7489.
Sept226•29C
dining, kitchen, bath and utility
GIRL'S CLoTHES,size 12 and 14.
console, automatic, tape with 4
home, Monday through Friday.
Call for Free Estimates
any item over 11.00
room. Can be purchased for FOUR BEDROOM, tWg bath,
Phone 753-2477 after 2:30p.m.
.4•••
•993P726PO.W.4
4.-V4Ple
ePttggs.C),aD.14C..4M1
sPea
1174,(4,-..SPC.4.621A7.
sce,r1).:Jr,,,Z.A., •
• • •-,
..V8P weerituettr.
tiffitietifin("'YAW, &Wait, at Klrksey,
Kentucky. Phone 489and university. Lot 130' x 110'. central gas heat, dishwasher, 2176.
V4
S24P
Two "B-1 Business" lots on Lease required. Phone days 7531973 YAMAHA 125 MX. Phone
Obn't road this unless you're
at the ...
FOR
ALL
your
additionswith
looking
home
mobile
for
a
Dudley at Whitnell.
753-8167 after 6:00 p.m.
S22P
1688, after 5:00 p.m. 753-8278.S24P OLDSMOBILE 442-1969, power
igh quality and low cost If YOU
remodeling, residential or
Two choice residential lots in
are, then start looking at
brakes, power steering, air.
commercial. New or old. Free
Bill's Mobile Homes
Bagwell.
MUST SELL 'far balance dueONE BEDROOM furnished factory mag wheels, vinyl roof,
Arcadia
11
.
estimates.
Highway 641 South
Call
7534123.
TFC
For information on these or any apartment, all electric, heat and factory tape
color console TV.,AM-FM stereo
in
deck. $1475.00 Phone to the most wonderful
multiple listed properties call air conditioned. Cloae.,....to 753-6215.
console. Like new organ. J&B
Murray,
S24P
Mom in the world
and
DOZER SERVICE D-6 caterC.O. Bondurant Realty, 753-9954 university. Phone 753-4478 or 753c22C
Music, phone 753-7575.
3900 Clarks Piyef Ro.(1
WANT TO BUY
pillar. Phone 753-9807.
or 753-3460.
S24C 6199.
Octobtir
in Paducah
S27C
VAandlikknk financ,flu
I9C
CHEVROLET-1972, 2,572 miles.
WANT TO BUY
*Ica
i
fable
.
TWO OR three bedrooms, located
With all my love,.
Will sell reasonable 209 South
Call collect for informat,on
with
brick,
BEDROOM
THREE
APARTMENT
FOR older couple
east of Murray or near Shiloh,
'15th Street or phone 753-5683 C22C
753-7303 Murray
WANT TO BUY 1 to 11.,1'acres
Your daughter
all extras.-111,000.00 down, take or
WII.I. DO trash and brush
le, 506 Pine Street or ph
s
4
approximately $23,000.00.
Of
around Mursay, with or without
443-615/3-Paducah
over payrrtenti,-Inquire at 1218
3 bedrooms with 3-5 acres hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
Rita
water and sewerage. Phone 753S27P
Melrose, Murrai.
VOLKSWAGEN-1969, baby
within 2 miles of Murray. Would 753-6130.
TFC
S27C
9391 or 743-7882
consider older home.
WANTEhTO.
RENT
THREE BEDROOM house with blue, air conditioning, new tires
and shocks, Clean, $1100 00..
•
3 bedrooms with at least one CATERPILLAR 977 los*, tree PAINTING-INTERIOR, ex- BY OWNER: three bedroom bath, and rage on Hi wfilt
.
1_
tarrilipt
ppm
ali
na„folimisainpahmom•-and.'tedur.- CIO Or
u
Manailieqttrr bartftitreit$11471 MILO tiX11741..
.2.
th`ree becir mi house •Phrine 753.air, dishwasher. Trees Phone 2546.
$2500000.
787-6105
October 19c estimate phone 437-4790 or 437- 7534416 after 5:00p.m
6216.
S24C
S28C
Wants to trade old !souse with 9807
PEST CONTROL
4712.
Octoberl1C
acreage
for
with
house
lot,.
large
1
July
PROFESSIONAL POODLE and
WANT TO BUY July 16 and
OPPORTUNITY'
• TWO BEDROOM
FOR TIIX best in pest control BUSINESS
Contact Wilson Real Patate 753- Schnauzer clipping
and grooming CEMENT CONTRACTOR Lee COUNTRY LOTS, ,extra large. With large den. Excellent cdn.
17 copies of the Ledger gz Times.
service
termite
and
control
3263;
call
Loretta
Jobs,
HAVE
YOUR
7534079;
own business now!
Bill
with a personal touch. By ap- Childress & Son, 753-6170 Patio, Restricted, watei $3500.00. dition.
Please bring by the Ledger &
Three miles from Superior Exterminating Com- No financial risk. Great potential
Adams,
753-4657;
Wayne
Wilson,
4th
pointrnent, I.yn Dunn, phone 753- garages, walks,etc.
Times Office, 103 North
Phone Sam Harris 753Murray.Space for garden. Phone pany,733-7266.
working part time. Phone 753S22C 4881
TFNC broker, 753-5086.
Street
October2NC September27P
October 19C 753-3597 or 753-5068.
S22C
0061.
TFC 1470.
October 17C

sre-E

MtVist*H4
th.

MUSIC LESSONS

Jerry's

2d

Restaurant

sroberrc

Big Sale

Night Manager
Needed

JOB MUSIC CENTER

I

PX.e.4.e"AAlfq
SPECIALITY
SHOP

Farm for Sale

!

FOR SALE:
"I

Mar-Lane
Ceramic

uawai_•

off "

'Wild Raspberry

Happy Birthday
Ruby Nance

ret

.
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Mrs. Hodges Will
Speak At Library
For Senior Group

Deaths and
Funerals
Funeral Is Today
For Mrs. Doughty
Funeral services for Mrs.
Thomas H. iDora E.) Doughty
of Dexter Route One will be
held today at one p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev. Marty
McDonald officiating.
Pallbearers will be Larry
Doughty, Mike Veatvh, Donnie
Ray Lovett, Ronald Woods,
Donald Woods, and Edison
Moore. Burial will be in the
Wofford Cenietery in Stewart
County, Tenn.
Mrs. Doughty, age 67, died
Thursday at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. She
is survived by her husband, one
stepson, one stepdaughter, two
brothers, one sister, eleven step
grandchildren, and four step
great grandchildren.

Metliodist Church
Supper Is Planned

Ordination For
Deacons Planned
At Baptist Church

Dr. T. A. Thacker
Speaker Sunday,
Memorial Church

Dr. James A. Fisher, Sr., will
speak
on the subject, "Our
Mrs. Harlan Hodges will be
Dr. T. A. Thacker be will be
Mission," at the 8:45 and 10:50
Four new deacons of the First
the featured speaker at the
a.m, services at the First Baptist Church will be ordal._-:ed the speaker at the 10:50 a.m.
program for the Senior Citizens
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The Dark Ages, Feudalism, the
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The Black Death of t.,e 1300's.
The Rise of the Mendicant
Orders, The Reformation, The
"How It Happens" will be the Counter Reformation, Council
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Hale, Fred McCord, Mrs. W.C. Seminary South Union, Ky. and
completed his education for the
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Greeters will be Mr. and Mrs. priesthood at St. Mary's
Alines Clopton, Mrs. Davy'Seminary, Baltimore,
Hopkins, and Mrs. Kirk Pool. Maryland.
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Craft Lesson Will
Be Held On Tuesday

Joe Colson
Dies Friday
Joe S. Colson, Route Three,
age 88, died at 5:45 p.m. Friday
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Colson is survived by the
widow, Mrs. Evie Colson, Route
Three, five daughters, Lovella
Boyd, Lorene Jackson, Treva
Jones, and Hilda Pennington, of
Calloway County, and Nell
Outland of Cleartvater, Fla.
One son, Cletus (Buddy)
Colson of Murray also survives,
$a do 11 grandchildren and 10
great-grandchildren.
Colson was a retired farmer
of the Ledbetter Community
and was the oldest deacon in the
Ledbetter Church.
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Church History
Series Planned
St. Leo's Church

Workshop Planned
Here By Nurses

FASHION FABRIC

Dr. Spencer Austin
Speaker Sunday At
Christian Church

Funeral arrangements are
incomplete. The J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home has charge of
arrangements.

Mrs. Andrus
Dies Today
Mrs. Nell Diuguid Farmer
Andrus, 412 S. 6th, died at 3:50
am, today at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Mrs. Andrus, 78, is survived
by one daughter, Mrs. Robert
E. Murray, of Xenia, Ohio, and
one son, Tom Frank Farmer,
412 S. 6th. Three grandchildren
aslo survive.
Funeral services will be at the
J H. Churchill Funeral Chapel
at 10:30 am. Monday with Dr.
David C. Roos officiating.
Burial will be in the Murray
Cemetery.

Activities Planned At
Murray Country Club
The women of the Murray
Country Club will have their
regular day of activities on
Wednesday. September 26.
Mrs. Charles Hoke will be
chairman of the hostesses for
the luncheon to be served at
noon. Members should call Mrs.
Hoke, 753-7877,
by Monday
noon to make reservations.
OTher
hostesses
are
Mesdames Charles A. Homra,
Jack J3. Kennedy, Madelyn
Lamb,-James 1127- Lassiter; ,
Robert McGaughey, Frances
McReynolds, Charles T. Miller,
L.D. Miller, Carl Oakley, Mary
Belle Overbey,Frances Parker,
and John C. Quertermous.
Bridge will be played at nine
a.m. with Mrs. Richard Knight
and Mts. Dan Boaz as
hostesses,-

LOOK AT
THE NEWEST FASHION

UNBELIEVABLE SAVINGS!

ACRYLIC
SUITING
CLASSIC TWEED
HERRINGBONE
AND PLAIDS

Theta Department Will
Have Supper On Monday

Four MSU Faculty
The Theta Department of the Members Have Roles
Murray Woman's Club will
have a salad supper on Monday,
In KACA Conference
September 24, at 6:30 p.m. to

open the new club year.
"Know Your Thetas" will be
the theme of The program with
Mrs. Arlie Scott and Mrs.
Harold Beaman as leaders.
Each member is asked to make
chart concerning herself and
her family.
- Hatitestiesi will be Mesdames
Durwood
Beatty, James
Martin, Homer Miller, and
Arhr Scott.
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They are: Dr. Ray. Itiofield,
department chairman; Dr.
James W. Biggs, assistant
professor of speech; and Dr.
Jerry Mayes and Mrs. Polly
Zanetta, both instructors of
speech.
Mofield, current president of
Dr. BrendiSmith and Dr. and
KACA, will preside during the
, Mrs. Douglas Abbott attended
sKativarstiontanovAhavergneatiemak..=elites
'
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session on "Who Is New In
the Kentucky School Health
Kentucky" Saturday, Sept.. 22.
Association held in Louisville.
Both Biggs and Mayes will
This organization is conaddress meetings on Friday,
cerned with the health of the
Sept. 21. Biggs will speak on
school-age child and youth and
"Values of Free Speech in a
plans are to promote comDemocratic Society," and
prehensive and constructive
Mayes will deliver an address
school health programs, ofentitled "Justice Hugo Black
ficials said.
and Free Speech."
The association hopes to
Mrs. Zanetta will direct the
serve as the professional liason
banquet program Friday
among the disciplines in the
evening. ,She will present a
field of school health and will
program entitled "Poetry in
cooperate with local, state and
Motion."
national organizations in behalf
•
And" said
Dr. Carrel F. Maribor, Jr.,
Consisting
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all. Beam p
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affiliate of The Anierican municatious at Murray State educational organization which
School Hearn)Associatoon,_ 4 University, will be the guest exists to promote effective
For more information about speaker at the meeting of the teaching, research and practice
held of the artistic, humanistic and
this new group persons may Murray Quota Club to be
12 scientific principles of speech
at
25,
September
Tuesday,
or
762-4357
at
contact Dr Smith
noon at the Triangle Inn.
communications,
Dr Abbott at 762-2786
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Four members of the faculty
from the department of communications at Murray State
University have key roles in the
13th annual fall conference of
the Kentucky Association of
Communication Arts (KACA )
irrefilake State Park Sept. 20-
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